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SPORTS: Astros Even Series At 2-2 With Cardinals
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State may make
its workers who
smoke pay more
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Democratic presidential nominee Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., greets Florida residents Sunday.
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Reasoning is
environmental
policies by Bush
By The Associated Press
DENVER (AP) — Bob Elderkin's vote
would appear to be a sure bet for President
Bush on Nov. 2. He is a hunter, part of a conservative-leaning group of outdoorsmen that
is 38 million strong and avidly supports gun
rights.
But after backing Bush in 2000. Elderkin

Golf if

and some like-mindavdtdoorsmen say the
Republican won't get their vote again
because of his environmental policies.
"I can't vote for Bush knowing what it's
going to be like the next four years," said
Elderkin, a retired Bureau of Land
Management employee in western Colorado
where natural-gas drilling is booming.
"With John Kerry, it's an unknown. As far as
Bush goes, it's going to be 'Katie, bar the
door."
Sid Evans,editor of Field & Stream magazine, said American sportsmen are divided
on the president's environmental policies,
finding themselves torn in some cases
between the GOP's Second Amendment

backing and a push to make more public
land available for energy development.
"I think that more will vote for Bush. I
think they feel more comfortable with him
in general." said Evans, who estimated there
are at least 38 million hunters and fishermen
nationwide with an annual economic impact
of $70 billion.
Kerry has made a strong effort to be seen
as a supporter of the Second Amendment
despite failing grades from the National
Rifle Association for Senatelivotes on gun
legislation. He has gone on public hunts,

II See Page 2

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky is one of at least three
states looking at charging higher
health insurance premiums for
workers who smoke.
The Senate was expected to
vote today on a proposed health
insurance plan that would
require state workers to answer
whether they were a smoker on
July 1, 2004. If workers answer
yes, they would pay between
$15 and $30 a month more than
nonsmokers, depending on the
coverage they choose.
Richard Cauchi, with the
National Council of State
Legislatures, said he is not
aware of any other state that
charges employees who smoke
higher premiums.
But others are moving in that
direction. A state insurance corn'mission in Georgia recently recommended that the state do the
same thing, and a month ago
officials in Alabama recommended charging state employees who smoke a monthly insurance surcharge.
The idea to charge more in
Kentucky was originally proposed by Gov. Ernie Fletcher. a
physician.
Fletcher's
health
plan,

Some Ky. teachers looking at
Ohio's pay, benefits.
— See Page 2
though, was roundly criticized
by state workers and teachers as
too expensive and offering too
few coverage options. The governor said it was what Kentucky
could afford, even with the
smoking fee.
When teachers threatened to
strike, Fletcher asked the legislature to try to improve the plan,
and House lawmakers said they
believe they have done so. hut at
a cost of an additional $182 million.
The House bill kept the basic
structure of Fletcher's plan by
dividing the state into eight
regions in which employees will
be insured by four carriers and
have a choice of three benefit
levels. The bill kept mandatory
deductibles for all options. but
for two options reduced them
from the levels in Fletcher's
plan to the levels in a 2004
insurance option. It also reduced
out-of-pocket maximums and
reverted- to fixed payments for
prescription drugs and doctor's

II See Page 2
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Anglicans criticize
U.S. Episcopal move
LONDON (AP) — An covenant expressing their supAnglican church commission port for what it called current
sharply criticized the U.S. Anglican teachings.
Episcopal Church tonday for
The report also called on conconsecrating a gay bishop and servative bishops — including
called on the church to apolo- some from Africa — who have
gize and refrain from promoting offered to forge relationships
any other clergy living in a with disaffected Episcopal consame-sex union.
gregations to desist from'such
The report of the commission activities, apologize and affirm
headed by Irish primate Robin their desire to remain within the
Eames also proposed that the 38 Anglican Communion.
pational churches that constitute
the Anglican Communion sign a •See Page 2
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's fall leaf
pickup schedule
is released
The annual fall leaf pickup for city residents will run
. Ito Dec. 17.
first area to be picked up will be the north side of
• t to the north city limits, working west to east. The sec
will be the south side of Main to the south city limits, w
g ea.st to west.
The entire city will be covered twice to ensure that all lea
• picked up. Do not rake leaves into the street, street gutters
vet water meters. Leaves should be raked two or three fee from
• street curb hut not over any sidewalks.
Sagged leaves should be dropped off at North Fourth 5
thd 5chwarr's Food building, where an area will be
There will be signs on North Fourth, showing resid
to turn.
ed leaves may be dropped off at the area starting Oct,
will be accepted through Dec. 17,
The city's leaf crew will not pick up any brush or tree
s, For an estimate of cost of bush pickup. call 762-0.,
also may be disposed of at the Murray-Calloway Co

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

James Simmons decided to take advantage of his last day of Murray State University's fall break to give one of
his neighbors a helping hand. With leaves having fallen heavily on Randolph Story's yard, Simmons, a graduate
student majoring in education, used a rake to. in his words. "bring back some green.' to Story's land, thus revealing grass, still green after being under a blanket of the bright-colored leaves a few days

KY 42071
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Kentucky Lottery
SUNDAY
Pick 3:
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Pick 4:
4-7-2-2
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•Anglicans
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U.S. Episcopalians affirmed
Saturday that it had split from
the national church and formed
four new congregations, partly
because of last year's consecration of the gay bishop. They
plan to align themselves with a
foreign bishop and meet in private homes in Massachusetts
and New Hampshire.
Some conservative churches
in Africa and elsewhere have
refused to meet with Episcopal
Church leaders, and the issue of
homosexuality has threatened to
undermine the long-term future
of the 77-million strong worldwide Anglican Communion,
which has its roots in the Church
of England.
"The Anglican Communion
cannot again afford, in every
sense, the crippling prospect of
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It further urged those archbishops and bishops who have
with Episcopal
intervened
churches to seek an accommodation with the Episcopal bishop
or bishops involved.
In conseV.
crating
G ene
Robinson as
Bishop of
w
e
N
Hampshire
last
November,
report
the
the
said,
Robinson
Episcopal
bishops "acted in the full knowledge that very many people in
the Anglican Communion could
neither recognize nor receive the
ministry as a bishop in the
church of God of a person in an
openly acknowledged samegender union."
The report invited the
Episcopal Church "to express its
regret that the proper constraints
of the bonds of affection were
breached" in Robinson's election. Until there is an apology,
the report says, those who took
part in consecrating Robinson
— which would include
Frank
Bishop
Presiding
Griswold — should consider
whether to withdraw themselves
from functions of the Anglican
Communion.
It also invited the Episcopal
Church to call a moratorium on
promoting any other person living in a same-gender union to
the bishopric "until some new
consensus in the Anglican
Communion emerges."
The Lambeth Commission is
dealing with a deep split among
and within Anglican national
churches caused by Robinson's
election and the decision of the
western Canadian diocese of
New Westminster to bless gay
relationships.
A coalition of conservative

worldwide interrepeated
Anglican conflict such as that
engendered by the current crisis," the commission said.
Its report recommended the
churches draft and sign an
"Anglican Covenant" which
would deal with relationships
among the national churches
and the extent of their autonomy.
The report envisioned this as
a long-term process which
would be concluded with a formal signing by the national primates at a religious service. No
date was set.
The report said there is no
consistency among the national
churches on their position
regarding relationships with
other national churches.
The commission also said

that, when electing bishops,
national churches should consider whether that appointment
would prejudice relations with
other provinces and whether that
individual would be recognized
and received if he or she visited
another province.
Worldwide, Anglican conservatives are heavily in the majority. A 1998 conference of all
Anglican bishops declared gay
practices "incompatible with
Scripture" and opposed gay
ordinations and same-sex blessings in a 526-70 vote with 45
abstentions.
The I7-member Lambeth
Commission consists of senior
church figures and theologians
headed by Eames. It was set up
of
Archbishop
the
by
Canterbury Rowan Williams.

•Outdoorsmen

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will meet
today at 6 p.m. in the conference room atthe Chamber of
Commerce Centre.
• To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Murray Police Department
11:32 a.m. Friday.
•A credit card theft report was filed at
7:26 a.m. Saturday on
at
ed
report
was
nt
accide
▪ An injury
Mitchell Story Road.
Saturday at 808 N. 18th
•A theft report was taken at 8:46 a.m.
St.
Oxford Drive on Saturday.
•Political signs were taken from 1563
e Building at Murray
Scienc
urn
Blackb
at
ed
sound
alarm
fire
•A
ay.
Saturd
State at 6:07 p.m.
restaurant at 5:19 p.m.
•A fire was reported on the roof of Sonic
y.
Sunda
Creek at 8:18 p.m.
• A possible gun shot were heard at Bee
Sunday.
p.m. Sunday at
•A burglary was reported in progress at 10:26 s are possible if
charge
ssing
trespa
al
Crimin
304 1/2 N. Sixth St.
it happens again.
Building at MSU at
•A fire alarm sounded at Blackburn Science
1:43 a.m. Monday.
y at a Zimmerman
•A burglary was repotted at 2:38 am. Monda
apartment.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies
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scenes..." -Kent Ostrander, Executive Director,
The Family Foundation
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The smoking fee is expected to generate about $6.7 million
tant
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2005. said David Wille, an actuary who
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"This is discriminatory. Why don't they do the same thing
"
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"
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Greene said. "This just
Joe Whitehouse, a 21-year state employee who said he has
smoked since he was a teenager, said he supports the fee.
a wel"It's fair. It really is," said Whitehouse, 57, who works as
office.
l's
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"I don't think that $15 or $30 a month will cause people who
smoke to stop their coverage." McKim said."But if they kept adding
factors — like obesity or whether you exercise or not — that could
cause some people to not afford insurance at all."
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Obituaries
Mrs. Saundra Patricia Gibbs Rush

at
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Mrs. Saundra Patricia Gibbs Rush, 60, North 16th Street,
Murray, died Saturday. Oct. 16, 2004, at 8:45 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Her death followed an illness.
She was a graduate of Murray College High School and
attended Murray State University. A executive secretary from
L&N Railroad Company(CSX)in Louisville, she returned to the
Murray area and was engaged in the trucking business with her
father. She was of Methodist faith.
Born March 2, 1944, in Cook County, Ill., she was the daughter of Mavis Gibbs and the late Fred Dale Gibbs. One brother,
Fred Gary Gibbs, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include one son, Eric Shane Denton, and two grandchildren, Shane Dixon and Virginia Grace Denton, all of
Louisville; her mother, Mrs. Mavis Gibbs, and three brothers,
Mitchell Gibbs, Charles Gibbs and Alan Gibbs, all of Murray;
two sisters, Mrs. Nancy Becker and husband, Robert, New York,
and Ms. Phyllis D. Gibbs, Murray; one nephew, Benjamin
Underwood, Murray; one niece, Nancy Ellison Gibbs, Nashville,
Tenn.; many other local relatives.
A graveside service will be Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. at the
Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate.
Oneida White will be soloist.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8
p.m. Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Amercian Cancer
Society, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, Ky., 42071.
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Edward Thomas Collins, 87, Collins Road, Murray, died
Saturday, Oct. 16, 2004, at 10:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
A retired local farmer, he was a veteran of
World War II. Three brothers, Johnny. James
and Bill Collins, all preceded him in death.
Born Aug. 18, 1917, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late John Collins and Mary
r,
Downs
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Voazes
I° Taylor Collins, to whom he was married Aug. 14, 1945; one
daughter, Ms. Janet Kay Collins, Murray; two sons, Herbert
Thomas Collins and wife, Kye, Murray, and Jerry Lee Collins
and wife, Adonna, Farmington; one brother, Bert Collins and
wife, Geneva, Murray; five grandchildren; two stepgrandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
am. in the chapel of
Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. The Rev. Terry Powell
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday).

Harold A. Turner
Harold A. Turner, 62, Ky. 121 South, Murray, died Saturday.
Oct. 16, 2004, at 1:30 p.m. at the home of his son, James L.
Turner. His death followed an illness of nine weeks.
He was a maintenance supervisor of Calloway County
Courthouse.
Born Oct. 12, 1942, in Calloway County, he was the son of
Codell Turner and the late Gardie Turner.
Survivors include one son, James L. Turner and wife, Lorie,
and his mother, Mn. Codell Turner, all of Murray; one brother,
Wayne Turner of Hazel(New Providence-community).
Graveside services will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. at the Murray
Memorial Gardens. The Rev. William B. Miller will officiate.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 3 p.m.
today (Monday).

Mrs. Wini Kay Malray
The funeral for Mrs. Wini Kay Malray was this morning
(Monday) in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris,
Tenn. Steven Smith and Mickey Mooney officiated.
Pallbearers were Greg Smith, Joe Becker, Aaron Harper,
Justin Malray. Justin Essary and Timothy Smith. Burial followed
in the Paschall Cemetery, Puryear, Tenn.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Global Messenger
Service, P.O. Box 551, Fenton, Mo., 63026.
Mrs. Malray, 66, Paris, died Thursday, Oct. 14, 2004, at her
home.
She was a member of Vine Community Church. She formerly
• worked at Henry County Medical Center as a dietitian and also
at Dynandc Machining & Plastics, Henry, Tenn.
On July 25, 1957, she was married to Ludie Boyd Malray,
who died May 5, 1991. Born June 14, 1938, in Hazel, Ky., she
was the daughter of the late Adolphus Lee (A.L.) Paschall and
Reva Paschall Paschall.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Sharon Smith and
husbandustesien,Fenton_Mrs..Connie Stalls andiasbankl.TegY..
Hazel, and Mrs. Marty Hefner, Dresden, Tenn.; one son, Donald
Malray and wife, Regenia, and one brother, Max Paschall and
wife, Ethel Rose, all of Paris; 12 grandchildren, Jhonna Essary,
Justin Essary, Justin Malray and wife, Meagan, Jeffery Malray,
Jeremy Turbeville, Andrea Becker and husband, Joe, Greg
Smith, Timothy Smith, Benjamin Smith, Christie Stalls, Aaron
Harper and Hunter Hefner.
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Iraqi government releases
Fallujah's top negotiator
By The Associated Press
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)-The
top Fallujah negotiator in peace
talks with the government dashed
hopes of resuming talks soon
despite his release Monday by
U.S. and Iraqi authorities, saying
negotiations remain suspended.
In Baghdad,a car bomb exploded late Sunday near a police
patrol in the fashionable Jadiriyah
district, killing six people, including three police officers, and
wounding 26 others.
The attack came a day after
insurgents ambushed and killed
nine Iraqi policemen returning
home from a training course in
Jordan -the latest strikes in an
insurgent campaign against Iraq's
new police force, which is seen as
collaborating with the U.S.backed government.
The American death toll in the
Iraq war reached a grim milestone this weekend: 1.100. The
AP photo
crash of two Army helicopters
destroyed car after a roadside bomb exploded today on the highway
Saturday raised the toll to 1,097 Iraqis arrive at a
service members and three civil- leading to the airport of Baghdad, Iraq. According to police sources, at least one perians working for the military. The son was killed during the explosion.
Associated Press count includes
targeting key planning centers of
accidental and non-combat
Jordanian-born terrorist Abu
deaths.
Musab al-Zarqawi and his group
Meanwhile, Iraqi officials said
Tawhid and Jihad, which has
a cash-for-weapons program for
claimed responsibility for numerShiite fighters in Baghdad's Sadr
ous suicide bombings and
other
locations
was
City and
By. The Associated Press
hostage beheadings. including
extended until Tuesday.
BAGHDAD,Iraq(AP)-The U.S. Army Reserve soldiers who
those of Americans.
In Fallujah, Sheik Khaled alrefused orders to drive a dangerous route were members of one of
On Sunday_ an Internet stateJumeili said peace talks to end the
a few supply -tinits whose trucks are still unarmored, their comment from Tawhid and Jihad
standoff in Iraq's major insurgent
manding general said Sunday.
claimed allegiance to Osama bin
bastion will remain suspendocl_as
_ The soldiers, now under investigation, had preNiously focused
--sayinvit
Laden and --al-eaida,
a protest against his detention by
on Loa miss-iv:KIS-in safer parts of southern Iraq and had never-drivwould follow bin Laden's orders
U.S. troops, who had accused
en a convoy north along the attack-prone roads passing through
from now on.
him of representing the militants.
Baghdad.
Allawi demanded Wednesday
"The fact is that I'm negotiating
"Not all of their trucks are completely armored. In their case.
that Fallujah leaders turn over alon behalf of Fallujah people they haven't had the chance to get armored," said Brig. Gen. James
Zarqawi. who is believed to be in
civilians, kids, women - who
E. Chambers, commanding general of 13th Corps Support
the area, or face military action.
have no power but through being
Command, which sends some 250 convoys ferrying Army fuel.
The latest attacks began
represented by somebody. Since
food and ammunition across Iraq each day.
Thursday after Fallujah clerics
the situation has got up to this,
Chambers. speaking at a press conference in Baghdad. said the
rejected the "impossible" demand
each Can go wherever they want
18 soldiers involved in the incident had returned to duty and it was
to turnover the terrorist leader.
-too early- to determine if any will undergo disciplinary action.
and we don't need to talk about
insisting that al-7..argawi was not
He said a pair of investigations are examining the soldiers' disnegotiations," he said in an interin the city. Fallujah fell under
obedience as well as their allegations that the trucks were unfit for
view on Al-Arabiya TV.
control of radical clerics and their
the hazardous journey. He declined to discuss particulars. citing the
Al-Jumeili told The Associated
armed mujahedeen fighters after
soldiers' rights. Chambers said 80 percent of the 13th Coscom's
Press from his home that he and
U.S. Marines lifted their three4,000 trucks have been fitted with custom steel plate. but some of
three others were detained by
Week Siege of the city in April.
those in the unit that balked, the 343rd Quartermaster Company,
U.S. troops on Friday. Witnesses
On Sunday
:the, cracIde of autowere among the last left unarmored,because the unit's mission m*,,
said the Islamic cleric had been
matic-weapons fire and the thud
malty confines it to a less dangerous part of Iraq.
picked up after he left a mosque
of artillery echoed across
None of the 13th Coscom's trucks arrived in Iraq with armor
following prayers in a village
Fallujah. 40 miles west of
Since February, the unit's engineers and private contractors have
about 10 miles south of Fallujah.
Baghdad, as fighting between
been working in impromptu maintenance yards to weld heavy metal
Al-Jumeili said the four men
American troops and insurgents
"boxes" over truck cabs.
were taken to a Marine base outraged on the city's eastern and
.Chambers said the 18 soldiers who refused the mission on
side Fallujah and then transported
southern edges. witnesses said.
Wednesday inoming -driving seven fuel tankers from Tallil air
by helicopter to another location.
. Clashes blocked the main road
base near Nasiriyah to Taji north of Baghdad -also appeared to
During his detention, al-Jumeili
leading to Baghdad. and plumes
have also balked at their mission because of the trucks' had condisaid he was treated well by the
tion.
Americans and was not hand- of smoke rose above the flat"They were concerned about the maintenance." Chambers said.
cuffed or blindfolded like his roofed houses in the city's Askari
neighborhoods.
and
Shuhada
"If
there is a maintenance issue, we'll clear it up."
companions. The other three men
Witnesses said a Humvee
have net been released, he said.
The Interior Ministry said al- burned in the eastern edge of the
Jwneili was being released on the city, and hospital officials reportorders of interim Prime Minister ed three civilians Were killed. The
U.S. military reported no casualAyad Allawi.
Al-Jumeili said he was exhaust- ties:
•MASSAGE THERAP1 •FAC1ALS • HAIRCARE
in
Sunday's car bomb
ed from his ordeal.
•SUGARING •MANICURES AND PEDICURES
"I would like to tell all Iraqis Baghdad's Jadiriyah district hit a
Stjuare
late
cafe
near
al-Hussein
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that spies follow them everywhere and they must be vigilant," Sunday night. said spokesman
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Cot Adnan Abdul-Rahman. The
he said.
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An
'U.S. forces have been waging vehicle -was loaded with 1.10°days of air and ground assaults in 1,300 pounds of explosives. he
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AVEDA
the insurgent bastion of Fallujah, said.
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Soldiers balk at driving
unarmored trucks
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Urgent news

for people who took

ROBERT BILLINGTON, JR.
For
Many 1/10XX. users suffered strokes, heart attacks, heart

failure, chest pains, blood clots, serious bleeding and even

"The richest person in the world - in fact all
the riches in the world - couldn't provide you
with anything like the endless, incredible loot
available at your local library."

Philip Klepper, M.0.
- Bearing Aids- No Referrals Required -;

Call for Appointment(270) 769-461

death. if you or a loved one took VIOXX, and had any of
these problems. call us now toll free at 1-800-THE-EAGLE
for a free consultation. we practice law only in .trizona.
but associate with lawyers throughout the U.S.
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303 SHAMROCK LANE
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BETTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.

Investments Since 1854... Our

EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST!
Family Owned & Operated Since 1987
1-888-852-3451 • 270-674-5530 • Melber, KY

STOCK MARKET REPORT

CHECK THESE FEATURES.'
A 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
a 12' footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. Constr gr.
studs
G. 7/16' 0.S.8
undersidmg
H. Masonite wood or vinyl siding

',1')E

Pie Fab Carl,

I Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft. O.C.
J 1/2 plywood/0 S B.
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
pry, M. Overhead steel
;
door
A N. Steel service door
O 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
O 4x4 raised curb

We offer you. FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

WILES MASONRY
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COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models w/ vinyl siding
Deuxe Models w/ hardboard siding
$7.275
$6.775 11/2 CAR (12x20)
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
97.975
57.575 2 CAR (18x20)
2 CAR (18'20)
98.375
57,995 (22x22)
LARGE CAR (22x22)
98,475
58.075 2 1/2 CAR (24'24)
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
$9,175
98,775 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24130)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
510.575 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x36)... S10.975
(24x36i
S11.475
S11.075 LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)
LARGE 3 CAR (30)130)
515 275
S14.875 (30x401
13054e)

-

PLUS OFF-LEVEL tor CALL US'
Check us Out online for custom-built garages
and portable buildings at www bbgarages com

Dos Jones Ind. Avg. -9888.33 - 45.05
Air Products
11-14 0.47
Anthem
81.31 - 0.23
AT&T
15.49 + 0.03
11B&T
19.60 + 0.07
Bell South
27.99.014
Briggs & Stfatton
74.35 - 4.25
Bristol Myers Squibb ......23.25 + 0.24
Citerpillar .....................-80.54 0.55
Cheirtm Texaco Corp 1144 + 0.04
Daimler thr%ler
40.81 • 0.30
Dean Foods
29.31 -0.02
Exxon-Mobil
49.00 - 0.02
Ford Motor
13.32 + 0.07
L;etveral Electric
.....33.31 - 0.24
19.05 + 0.10
GeneratNlidors
GlaotoSmithKlitte ADIL ....41,2X.0.19
Goodrich
....29.95 - 0.01
9.48 0.13
Goodyear

best investment is you.1

prices as of 9 a.m.
HopFed Banks....16.99 pres huts close
I B NI
84.99 + 0.14
20.50.0.11
Intel
Kroger
15.08 + 0.06
Mattel
17.38 0.59
31cDonalds ........................2&95• 0.04
.....30.64 + 0.14
Merck
28,08 + 0.09
Microsoft
Penne)
16.81 +.0.14
J.C.
Pepsico. Inc
49.23 + 0.93
Pfizer, Inc. ..................28.59 + 0.09
1184 - 0.38,
Regions Financial
Schering-Plough
17.25 + 0.09
17 12 060
Sears
16.32 0.01
Time Narner
CS Bancorp29.41 +0.04
l'ST
40.08 + 0.13
VI al-Mart
12.65 + 0.12

Court Square, Murray, KY 47071
270-753-3366•800-444-1854
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web- www.senjackson.com
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Shoppers spring back to life in September
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Shoppers got their buying
groove back last month, propelling sales at the nation's
retailers by a strong 1.5 percent,
the best showing since March.
Activity at factories remained
subdued, however, with industrial productiori rising just 0.1
percent.
l'he Commerce Department
reported Friday that the sizable
gain in retail sales came after
shoppers took a bit of a breather
in August, causing sales to dip
by 0.2 percent. The buying
bounceback seen in September
offered a fresh sign that con-

WASHINGTON aTODAY
By Jeannine Avers

sumers — the lifeblood of the
economy — still have an inchnation to spend despite soaring
energy prices and a questionable
jobs outlook,
September's strength was led
by a rebound in sales at automobile dealerships, yet consumers
also showed a hearty appetite to
spend on a wide variety of goods
— including electronics and
appliances, building materials,
garden supplies and clothing,
for
figure
sales
The

•
September was much better than
the 0.6 percent rise that some
economists were forecasting.
Thefi.I percent rise in output
at the nation's factories. mines
and utilities, however, was
below the 0.3 percent gain that
economists had been expecting.
The Federal Reserve blamed
part of the weakrt6S on humcanes that battered the country
last month, curtailing activity in
the oil and gas sector, petroleum
refining and chemical produc-

tion.
The Fed reported that
September's small rise followed
an outright decline of 0.1 percent in industrial output in
August, a figure that had originally been reported as a 0.1 percent increase.
The 0.1 percent overall gain
in industrial production for
September came as a 5.4 percent
jump in output at the nation's
utilities was tempered by a 0.3
percent drop in manufacturing
output and a 2.3 percent decline
in mining activity, a category
that includes oil and gas production.
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Buyout has major effect on tobacco economy
Will Snell, UK tobacco policy specialist says that the tobacco quota buyout is probably the most significant
policy event that has happened in our
state since the development of the
tobacco program in the 1930s "The
buyout will inject millions of dollars
into local and rural economies
throughout Kentucky annually, but it
also will change the landscape of the
Kentucky tobacco economy forever."
The tobacco quota buyout, which
passed both houses of congress last
week, will have a major impact on
tobacco producers and the tobacco
industry. The Fair and Equitable
Tobacco Reform Act of 2004 repeals
the federal tobacco price support and
quota programs, provides compensation payments to tobacco quota owners
and growers for the elimination of the
government-created quota, provides an
assessment mechanism for tobacco
manufacturers and importers to pay for
the buyout and provides for an orderly
disposal of existing pool stocks.
to

Changes will
begin with the
2005 crop when
price supports,
quota and geographic limitations will no
longer be in
place. Buyout
payments will
Extension begin next year
as well. The buyNotes
out is funded by
By Lloyd
quarterly assessWeatherly
ments on tobacco
Calloway County manufacturers
Agriculture
and importers
Extension Agent based on their
share of gross
domestic volume, or market share.
The buyout totals $9.6 billion to be
divvied out to tobacco farmers over 10
years of which $2.5 billion will be
made in payments to Kentucky farmers. Quota owners will receive $7 per

pound and those who grow will get $3
per pound, based on 2002 basic and
effective quotas, respectively. People
who both own quota and grow tobacco
will get $10 a pound. Tenants and
landlords will split the grower payment according to crop share arrangement. Tobacco grown on an acreage
basis, such as dark tobacco, will be
converted to a poundage equivalent.
The buyout will also eliminate
direct payments farmers have received
from tobacco manufacturers as part of
a settlement agreement they reached in
litigation with states' attorneys general
called Phase II payments. The status of
the 2004 payment is unclear at this
point.
Snell says that in the short term, it
is unclear how growers will respond.
"Prices will drop and production costs
could as well for growers who will not
have to be paying lease prices.
Companies will have to provide,some
price incentives to get the crop grown.

From a demand perspective, some lost
markets could be reclaimed, but gains
will be limited in the short-run in
response to competitors adjusting their
prices as well."
Possible implications from the buyout include massive concentration. It is
estimated that as many as 75 percent
of current quota owners and growers
likely will stop raising tobacco.
Instead, it is likely to be grown among
fewer farms and over a smaller geographic area.
"Tobacco will likely continue to be
grown throughout the state in response
to companies wanting to spread tobacco production to offset weather/disease
risks," Snell said."But production will
move to the lowest-cost regions - those
where cropland availability is ample
and where soils are the most productive. Consequently, more tobacco will
be grown in western Kentucky, while
less will be grown in eastern
Kentucky. Snell says he expects to see

concentration in central Kentucky
where there are a number of pan-time
farmers, but some growers who can
produce quality tobacco at low cost
may grow more.
In the coming months, farmers will
have to make decisions on whether to
continue to grow tobacco and make
arrangements with tobacco manufac- tyrers to sell the crop. In an effort to
keep farmers informed, a question and
answer fact sheet with detailed information regarding buyout provisions
can be found at http://
www.uky.edu/Ag/TobaccoEcon/publications/buyout_qa.pdf
Of the $2.5 billion buyout payments in Kentucky, Calloway County
burley quota owner payments and
grower payments will total approximately $2,668,034. Dark air cured and
fire cured payments will be around
$40,311,594 which brings the total
payments for both burley and dark to
$42,979,628.

MIT studies spinach to power laptops, cell phones, etc. Kentucky ranks 4th in
BOSTON (AP) — "Eat your salt needed to keep the proteins then created a -spinach sand- generate much energy, billions
spinach," Mom used to say. "It alive, and the electronic equip- wich."
of them together could produce
number of farms in U.S.
will make your muscles grow, ment is destroyed.
electricity to power a
enough
Why spinach?
power your laptop and recharge
your cell phone..."
OK. So nobody's Mom said
those last two things.
But researchers at the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology say they have used
spinach to harness a plant's ability to convert sunlight into enerwP4111— gy for the first time, creating a
device that may one day power
laptops, mobile phones and
more.
Photosynthesis, the process

by which plants use light beams
for energy rather than eating
food like animals, has been
known to scientists for decades.
But attempts to combine the
organic with the electronic had
always failed: Isolate the photosynthetic proteins that capture
the energy from sunlight, and
they die. Inject the water and

That was until Shuguang
Zhang, associate director of
MIT's Center for Biomedical
Engineering, discovered that
protein building blocks called
detergent peptides could be
manipulated to keep the proteins
alive up to three weeks while in
contact with electronics.
"Stabilizing the protein is
crucial," said Zhang, who collaborated with researchers from
of
MIT, the
University
Tennessee and the U.S. Naval
Research Laboratory,* including
electrical engineers, nanotechnology experts and biologists.
"Detergent peptide turned out to
be a wonderful material to keep
proteins intact."
The scientists, whose findings were first reported by in
NanoLetters, a publication of
the American Chemical Society,

In reality: any number of device.
"It's like a penny," Zhang
plants could have been used. But
the researchers chose spinach said. "One penny is not much
because "it is cheap and is easi- use, but I billion pennies is a lot
ly available from the grocery of money." Practical applications are still
store," Zhang said.
a decade or so away, but the
The spinach was ground up
advantages.include the technoland purified to isolate a protein
ogy's lightweight qualities,
deep within the spinach cells.
portability and environmental
A top layer of glass was coat- friendliness. "There is no
ed underneath with a conductive waste," Zhang said.
material and a thin layer of gold
The researchers suggest the
to aid the chemical reaction. In technology could be used as a
the middle, the spinach-peptide backup energy supply for batmixture sits on a soft, organic tery-powered portable devices.
semiconductor that prevents
"We have crossed the first
electrical shorts and protects the hurdle of successfully integratprotein complexes from a bot- ing a photosynthetic' protein
tom.layer of metal.
molecular complex with a solidBy shining laser light on the state electronic device," said
"sandwich," researchers were Marc Baldo, an assistant profesable to generate a tiny current. sor of electrical engineering and
While one device by itself can't computer science at MIT.

LEXINGTON, Ky. — With about 86,500 farms, Kentucky
ranks fourth in the United States in farm numbers. These numbers are from the latest agricultural census which ranks Texas.
Iowa and Missouri ahead of the commonwealth.
.
"When they count farms in the ag census, the definition they,
use is any place from which $1,000 or more of agricultural products were produced or sold, or normally would have been sold
during the census year." said Craig Infanger, Extension agricultural economist for the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
Infanger said the definition actually falls short of defining
farms in a functional sense. He said a more reasonable approach
might involve looking for agricultural enterprises' where land.
labor, capital and management are used to produce a positive
financial return.

Know The Score?
Check With Us.
Sports in the Murray Ledger & Times.

SEASON-END
EVENT
NO INTEREST, NO PAYMENTS

JOHN DEERE

for 12 months, S800 OFF MSRP on X485'

NOTHING RUNS LIKE A DEERE

the

Hosted t2y the Murray State University
School of Agriculture Leadership—Council

Saturday, Oct. 23, 2004
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Murray State Pullen Farm Complex
(Located on the corner of 34 W and oran Road)

$6"

for children under 12 (lunch included)
for adults (w/o lunch)
for adults (w/ lunch)

Roping Dummy — Face Painting — Soybean/Corn Play Pit
Horseshoes — Hayrides — Pedal Tractor Races
Homemade ice Cream — Petting Zoo — Corn Maze
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Fall On the Farm Event Sponsors
H & R AgriPower • .are Earth • U.S. sank • Rolling Hills Nursery
• Jackson Purchase Agricultural Credit Association
• Murray Animal Hospital • Ultimate Body Challenge• Heritage sank
• Callaway County Farm bureau • Purchase Area Cattlemen Association
• Henry Farmers Co-op• Ferry Morse Seed Company
• GARST•Stateline Western World • McKeel Equipment

For more details call (270)762-4329

WE GIVE YOU'NO OFF:
YOU PUT OFF PAYING FOR 1 YEAR.
OFF
700
MSRP on GX345'
Power steering,
traction assist.
liquid cooling,
hydraulic lift .
and No Interest,
No Payments
for 1 year

SleUMOOWO jW03 a1900U4Or MMM

Admission

'400
OFF
MSRP on GX255'
Env-iv No Interest.
No Payments for
12 months on a
20-hp garden
tractor with
power steering
and more

tolio

o

CHECK OUT THESE OFFERS AND MORE AT YOUR DEALER NOW!

MURRAY HOME B AUTO
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571
murrayhomeandauto.com
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
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4-H dog camp will be at
releases class schedule
What could be better than
dogs, kids and exciting
instructors to teach them to
increase skills with their animals? On Saturday from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Wildwood Farm of George and
Karen Collins. Millennium
Mutts 4-H Dog Camp will be
a barking great time for all
participants. Youth will learn
to groom, to do agility and to
encourage obedience. Guest
speakers will join the group.
The Day Camp is free, but
youth must bring items for
their dog and for the camp.
Karen Collins, leader of the
Millennium Mutts and organizer of the. event, says "this
dog camp will increase the
youth's ability to work with
their dog and will strengthen
the bond between the two. I
hope that we have a good
number of youth and dogs
ready to spend time together
learning. Active learning as
well as guest lectures will be
a part of these fun filled
days." Youth are to bring
lunch, snacks, dog, collar,
leash, current rabies shot documentation of dog, plastic
hags and crate. Youth are to
bring a gift worth less than
$7 for a prize for the show

on Saturday. Youth
are to wear
comfortable
clothes, tennis shoes
and jacket.
The
deadline to
sign up is
Friday by
Extension calling the
Callbway
Notes
County
By
ion
Ginny Harper Extens
at
office
Calloway
753-1452 or
Agent
„flounty
Karen
for 4-H/Youth
Collins at
t
Developmen
753-2294.
Limited
spaces are still available.
•Organizational meeting of
a 4-H Fitness Club will meet
Tuesday from 3:30 to 4:30
p.m. at the Courthouse pavilion at Central Park. Debbie
Ferguson will be the facilitator.
•4-H Leader/Parent Training will be Tuesday from 6
to 7:30 p.m. at the Extension
office for new leaders. Call to
sign up for training.
•North After School 4-H
Club will meet Tuesday from
3 to 5 p.m. at the school.

ri

Ladies of the Oaks
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will begin their fall
schedule for Bridge play on
Wednesday at 9:15 a.m. at
the club.
Martha Enix will be hostess. For more information call
Enix at .753-3352.
Winners of Bridge play on
Oct. 13 were Masa Read, first,
and Martha Broach. second.

Wilda Jetton will be the
leader.
•The Laker Stars will
meet Oct. 26 from 3:30 to 5
p.m. at Camp WOW.
•The East Clovers will
meet at East Elementary on
fourth Thursday at the school
until 5 p.m. Kim Chapman
will be leader.
•The Community wide
Clover Bud Club will meet
Oct. 28 at Calloway Public
Library from 3:30 to 4:30
p.m. All interested 6 to 8
year olds are welcome.
•Pumpkin and Park Clean
Up will be Thursday from
3:30 to 5:30 p.m. A hot dog
supper will be provided.
•On Wednesday from 3:30
to 4:30 p.m. there will be an
Area Record Book and Honors training at the Extension
office. All youth are invited.
•MMS Shamrocks will
meet Thursday after school
and Stacey Wortham are club
leaders.
•Entomology Club will
meet Saturday for monthly
meeting. David Ferguson and
David Mikulcik are leaders.
•4-H is sponsoring a Parent To Parent Workshop for
parents during lunch time
from noon to 1 p.m. on Tues-

days and Thursdays starting
Oct. 21. The cost will be $10
Red Cross has
for materials. Call to sign up.
Calloway County Chapter of the American
ive direcexecut
,
Webb
This is an excellent workshop
Holly
by
ed
releas
as
uled
classes sched
for parents of middle and
tor.
high school youth. Ginny
Bloodborne Pathogens: Preventing DisHarper will be instructor. This
ease Transmission will be from 9 to 11 a.m.
is a video based series with
at a cost of $20; and CPR for the Profesan opportunity for discussion
sional Rescuer recertification from 6 to 10
and support.
p.m. at cost of $35, both on Thursday at
•The Horticulture and
Weaks Community Center.
cooking Clubs will have a
Learn-to-Swim will be Nov. 2, 3, 4, 9, 10
joint meeting Oct. 26 from
and 11 at MCCH Center for Health & Well3:30 to 6 p.m. The clubs will
ness. Parent and Child Aquatics (ages 2-4)
be cooking on outdoor fire a
6:30 to 7 p.m., six nights at cost of $25
variety of vegetables and other
with Sue Trimble as instructor; Level 3: 7
foods. 'The cost will be $3.
to 8 p.m., six nights at cost of $40 with
Call to sign up.
a Brittain as instructor; Level 4: 7 to
Jo's
Seren
• Murray-Calloway County
six nights at cost of $40 with Sue
p.m.,
8
Datebook
Teen Council will meet Oct.
as instructor.
le
Trimb
By Jo Burkeen
21, 26 and 28 to prepare for
information call the chapter office
more
For
Community
the Haunting Hay Ride to
or e-mail chapter@cal421
753-1
at
Editor
benefit the Murray-Calloway
s.org.
edcros
lowayr
County United Way. It will
be Oct. 29 from 5 to 8 p.m.
starting at Bethel Church off
s
Hwy. 80 each half hour.
East Elementary School will have Parent-Teacher Conference
.
school
the
Donations will be accepted
at
p.m.
7
today from 4 to
for the United Way. Youth 9
or under must be accompanied by an adult.
WorkCalloway County Fire-Rescue will have a "Firewise
•On Oct. 30 the 4-H Drill
East Sycamore
on
station
main
the
at
6
p.m.
at
ay
Tuesd
plan
on
Ups,
em
shop"
Team, the Kick'
defensible
Street. Discussion items will include how to create a
to host a fun horse show at
ish a fireestabl
re:
wildfi
of
event
in
home
1
your
d
from
aroun
Club
space
Wranglers Riding
availwise council for the community: apply for grant money
to 5 p.m. For more informacommunithe
in
ments
assess
do
am:
a
progr
ment
way.
imple
to
Tread
able
tion call Lone
open
ty and identify "high-risk" areas. The workshop is free and
to the community.

East School conferences today
Firewise workshop Tuesday

er
Class planned at technology cent
begin Wednes-

Garden Department of MWC

Microsoft Office Word and Excel Class will
s will
day at Murray Calloway Area Technology Center. Classe
. Word is
weeks
eight
for
sday
Wedne
each
8
p.m.
to
5
from
be
am,
a wordprocessing program and Excel is spreadsheet progr
s. Stuschool
and
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applic
and both
before
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870.
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Murray Tiger Booster Club to mee
at 5:30 p.m.
Murray Tiger Booster club will meet Wednesday
e. parat Murray High School. All officers, sports repre.sentativ
.
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encou
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duals
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interes
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ents and

• We may sit in our
library and yet be in
all quarters of the
earth."

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU OCT 21
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY
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day
Congressional District Rally Tues
County Executive

Kentucky Democratic party and Democratic
hold a Rally for
Committees of First Congressional District will
s Warehouse,
Mullin
at
p.m.
6
at
ay
Tuesd
can
Ameri
a Stronger
and open to
free
is
event
The
.
1861 East 9th St., Hopkinsville
.
the public

Mathis.

Team America: World Police
R - 7:40 - 9:55

would like to welcome

Alice Sorrels
to their stati!

Shark Tale
PG - 6:55 - 8:55

Birth
Announcements

center
Free screenings scheduled at
orosis will be Tues-

Brandon Reese
Huscusson

Taxi
PG13 - 7:30 - 9:35
Shall We Dance
PG13 - 7:10 - 9:20
Friday Night Lights
PG13 - 7:25 - 9:50
Ladder 49
PG13 - 7:15 - 9:40
Program Information Cat 753-3314
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MHS cheerleaders plan promotio
a rebate

Photo provided
field trip to
a
took
Murray Woman's Club
Members of the Garden Department of the
way near
High
Bear
Little
Pitkin, located on
the Hosta Garden of Mike and Robin
s, Jan
Adam
na
Joan
row,
front
from left,
Kentucky Lake in Marshall County. Pictured,
n,
Wilso
Wilma
hlag,
Niesc
y
Pegg
an,
Morg
Ochoa, Pati Williams. middle row, Dee
ns,
l, back row, Sally Leedom, Ve Sever
Rosanna Miller. Margaret Taylor, Susan O'Neil
ne Beach, Carol Wimberley and Cathy
Marle
at,
Patty Vetter, Deb Divine, Carla Rexro

Front row: Sman Suiter and Tonya West
Back Row: Alice Sorrels and Monica Griffin

Toby Kimbro and Jessica
Huscusson of Bethel Road.
Almo, are the parents of a son,
Brandon Reese Huscusson, born
on Wednesday, Oct. 6, 2004.
at 3:12 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds,
3 ounces and measured 21
inches.
Grandparents are Shelly and
Jerry Motley of Almo. Joe and
of
Huscusson
Lutchi
Williamson, Ga., and Billy and
Debbie Kimbro of Lynn Grove.

NOW TAKING APPOINTMENTS 753-9161
113 S. 4th St.• Downtown Murray

Organize Her Closet OR Clean Up His Garage
-7"-Ae 'Pee-ee

Consigninent Clothes
& Costume Rental
Name Brands Out Daily For
Men, Women & Children
Also
•V•pdding •Maternity •Nursing

A typical 8 ft. by 2 ft. closet
will average $140!

Open Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6p.m.
606 S. 12th St.
(270) 762-0207

•Free Estimate •Free Design
*Lifetime Warranty
•Install Timber*
Blinds & Shutters

Owner - Rita Wyatt

October 1
1st Fall Sale
20% OFF

9688
753-etma
id.com
www.clos

"Jesus Owns It All"
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MES Council will meet Tuesday
on Making Coun-

Murray Elementary School Site-based Decisi
ence room. All
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For information call 489-6251.
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4831 Poor Farm Rd.

If you have an event
you would like to
announce, call us at
753-1916.
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RE-ELECT DORIS PARHAM
Murray City Council
Murray's Fine With Ballot Choice 09
"

"She's involvedfor.;1041 ... taking acrinn and making strides.'
ACTIVITIES/COMMUNITY INVOINEMENT
• Murray City Council 1999 - Present
• Summer in the Park Food Program Grant Coordinator
• Kentucky Black Caucus 2nd Vice President
• Character Counts Coalition of Murray
• Murray Electric System Board Member
Pod far by

• Ilculals
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'Shark Tale' still taking
bite out of box office
thing from U.S. global military
muscle to Hollywood political
activism.
"Coming out, you want to tell
football over puppets and people what you just saw
prancers as "Shark Tale" and because it's so unique," said
"Friday Night Lights" retained Paul Dergarabedian, president
the top two box-office spots for of box-office tracker Exhibitor
Relations. "Leading up to the
another weekend.
The animated "Shark Tale" election, because it is a rather
was No. 1 for the third straight political movie, if it gets some
weekend, pulling in $22.1 mil- word of mouth going, it'll hang
lion, studio estimates showed in there, no pun intended."
The movie had caught a lot of
Sunday. With the family audience almost entirely to itself, buzz for its raunchy humor,
"Shark Tale" had climbed to a celebrity bashing and a puppet
17-day domestic total of $118.8 sex scene that nearly brought it
an NC-17 rating, which would
million.
The football flick "Friday have restricted audiences to
Night Lights" came in at No. 2 those 17 and older. The sex
for a second weekend with scene was toned down so the
$13.1 million, lifting its 10-day movie could win an R rating.
Critics generally praised
gross to $38.7 million.
The puppet parody "Team -Team America" for its irreverAmerica: World Police" debuted ent humor, but the movie came
in third with $12.3 million. No. in on the low end of distributor
4 was "Shall We Dance?" star- Paramount's box-office expectaring Richard Gere. Jennifer tions of a $12 million to $15
Lopez and Susan Sarandon, with million debut.
A remake of a Japanese hit,
$11.6 million.
It was a so-so debut for "Shall We Dance?" stars Geri as
"Team America" from "South a discontented family man who
Park" creators Trey Parker and finds renewed lust for life when
Matt Stone, who crafted a foul- he begins dance lessons and
mouthed, bloody action comedy strikes up a friendship with a
using puppets to satirize every- beautiful dance teacher. played
By DAVID GERMAIN
AP Movie Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Movie-goers stuck with fish and

7
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by Lopez.
Distributor Miramax opened
"Shall We Dance?" in a relatively narrow 1,772 theaters. The
strategy paid off as the movie
averaged a solid $6,559 per theater, the highest average among
movies in wide release.
-Team America" debuted in
2,539 theaters and averaged
$4,844.
"Shall We Dance?" played to
older viewers, and women made
up two-thirds of the audience.
-For a generally female date
type of audience, this was a perfect movie for this past weekend," said Mike Rudnitsky, head
of distribution for Miramax.
"There's not much competition
out there for that demographic."
A handful of limited release
movies debuted poorly. Robin
Williams' sci-fi tale-`'The Final
Cut" grossed $235,000 in 117
theaters for a weak $2,009 average. "Stephen King's Riding the
Bullet," based on a short story
by the horror master, took in
$101,107 in 100 theaters, averaging $1,011. The funeral comedy "Eulogy," whose ensemble
cast includes Ray Romano,
Zooey Deschanel. Debra Winger
and Piper Laurie, did $45,000 in
22 theaters for a $2,045 average.
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PeopleintheNews
Akimbo" and "Wonder of the
By The Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) — World." A composer and lyricist
"Shrek," the tale of a lovable are to been named.
green ogre, was one of the
LONDON (AP) — Johnny
biggest movies of the last several years. And its sequel was Depp reckons he's no great
movie pinup — he just has a
equally successful.
"weird job."
So what is left to conquer?
Arriving for the premiere of
Sam
Broadway,
says
Mendes, director of the his latest movie, "Finding
at
London's
Academy-Award-winning Neverland,"
"American Beauty- and creative Leicester Square, Depp played
producer of the upcoming stage down his movie star image as
fans lined the red carpet.
version of "Shrek."
"I wouldn't say I'm a heart
Workshops of the musical
will be held sometime in 2005, throb," he said, as his wife.
according to Mendes. whose French singer and actress
Scamp Film and Theatre Ltd., Vanessa Paradis, looked on.
will co-produce the musical, just have a very weird job."
Depp has been touted to win
along with DreamWorks, which
did the movies. No timetable has his first Oscar'for his role as
been set for the Broadway open- "Peter Pan" creator J.M. Barrie,
but 41-year-old actor dismissed
ing.
Jason Moore, who directed such talk.
"I can't say that occupies my
the Tony-winning musical
thought or
every
"Avenue Q," is set to direct, every
while the book will be written moment," he said. "That's not
by David Lindsay-Abaire. my job to think about that, but if
author of such offbeat comedies people want to say that, that is
as "Fuddy Meers," "Kimberly really sweet."
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Playhouse in the Park
announces auditions for the
sixth and final show of the
Charles
season,
2004
Dickens' -A Christmas
Carol" adapted by Doris
Baizley and staged by
Executive
Playhouse •
Director Ross Bolen. The
play requires an ensemble of
5-8 men, 3-6 woman and 1
boy. Most of the ensemble
will play multiple roles. Ages
12 through adult are encouraged to attend
Auditions will he held at
the Playhouse on Monday.
Oct. 25 from 5-8pm.
Prospective actors should be
prepared to improvise and
sides for cold readings will
be provided.

Please Elect

BOB
CORNELISON

PAT SCOTT
to
MURRAY CITY COUNCIL
#16 on the ballot
31 year Murray Fire Department employee- 14.. rie
12 years as Department Head .4,4144 44a.at /2 gram*
Leadership Murray Graduate
*Lifelong resident of Calloway County
"I want to work for YOU."
Pad tor by Pat Scott 1715 Waiwell Rd

Murray, KY 42071

yecare pecialties
Tues
ttend

Playhouse
announces
auditions for
'A Christmas
Carol'show

•Diagnosis& Treatment
of Eye Disease & Injuries
•Budget & Designer
Eyewear
Ds. brim M. Adios *Contacts For Astigmatism
300 S. 12th St. and Bifocals
*Most Insurance Accepted
759-2500

Home
Auto
Form
IRA's.
Nursing Home.

INSURANCE
HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703
www.kibmurray.com

Monday, October IS, 2004 •7

TV Listings Tuesday, October 19, 2004
A ( HARTER, H. 511 ;MAY F.1.1.("Tit1l

TUESDAY MORNING

i • ‘1).1)1A(1).5I. 1)- GALAX%

9:30 10:00 ' 10:30 11:00 11:30
8:00 l 8:30 , 9:00
7:30
7:00
A B C 0 6:00 i 6:30
Jane Pauley
The View (N) X
Regis
and
Kelly
VIKRN-ABC 2 2
(540) Non
I Good Morning America I
Matlock In Stereo)
View
N
i
(
I
The
Dann
Tony
WOL-ABC 3 3 3
News
Good Morning America I
IIISVV413C 4 4
Wrif-CIIS 5 5

Today (In Stereo} K.

News

Y&R
Tri—
le Earty Show "I Montel Williams I The Price Is Right News
To Be Announced Newt I
Today In Stereo) X
Divorce News
The View (NiI
Regis and Kelly
Good Morning America I
News

IPSO-NBC 6 6 6 5 News
7 Good Morning

WSW-ABC 7 7
WtIPT-P8S 8 8
KBSI-Fax

Ellen Show

Tony Dania

News

9aNlou

Mr

9 9 2 3 Paid

WOTV-UPII 10 17 11 30 Paid

Paid

KFYS-035 12 12 12 12 Breakfast Show

Arthur

Couch

Ught-

Paid

Hatched Hatchet' Judge MathiiI

Pat

Regis and Kelly

The Price Is Right Young-Restless

Habil-

Matlock I

Heat of Night

Life

Your

Hip

17 832*

Jacobs Robb T. Magee

Hap

Hillbil-

J. Meyer )nspir-

it/WU-PBS 21 21 5 11 Arthur

Clifford Dragon Caiflou

Shrinks Barney

Sesame Street I Lions

WOKA-Wil 22 16 10

Sabrina Sabrina Paid

Paid

Beller.

SportsCenter'I

ESPN

24 29 26 8 SportsCenterI

ESPI42

25 30 25

IITV

26 49 27 24 (5.00) MN Video Wake-Up (In Stereo)

TNT

21 27 39 14 The PretenderI

TLC

29 41 41

Paid

SportsC,enter .K.

Hi-5 I

Magnum,PiI

Feed

inspir-

Inspir-

Tel.-

Mr

Reading

Porkers Dhanna Spin

Thais

Living

sport:Cater it,

SportsCenterI

SportsCenter ill

Calif Pi2111 On Stereo)X

Cold Pizza i In Stereo Live) g

ESPN25: No. 1

Save

Good Day Live I

Pat

Home Delivery

16 38 9 10 Chang- BOO-

Chapel

Divorce Justice

People's Court

Berens- Under, Garfield Dennis

WWI

Inspir-

Tele-

The Early Show (In Stereo) X

INSP

Truths

Jakers! Mr

Sesame Street K. Booh- [Barney

Lions

Series-Poker •

_

MTV Hits

Made In Stereo)

Made (In Stereo)

Angel -Eternity X Charmed 3f.

ER Iln Stereo)it

ER Iln Stereo!I

Judging Amy )L

Peep

Clean Sweep "N

Wedding[Sec

Mali-

Golden (Nanny

Nanny

Unsolved Myst.
The District -.it)

Video Clash

Bus

Baby

Baby

Workout Laverne Design- Golden

Nanny

Golden

iMak-

UFE

30 52 31 31 Fit Lite

USA

32 51 49 5 Texas Ranger

AMC

34 58 29

ME

35 35 44 27 Italians in America Movie: **I-, ')Hearts OP Fire"(1992)g Murder. She Wrote Third Watch ft

FAM

36 53 36 2 Spider

NICK

37 22 24 4 Oddpar- Neutron Rugrats Sponge Dora

HGTV

43 36 18

SPIKE

44 33 30 23 Paid

Paid

Paid

WTBS

52 26 21 13 Saved-

Saved-

Mavis: "It Could Happen lo You'(1994) Dawson's Creek lt. Dawson's Creek K Saved-

TOON

65 32 50

Jackie

Coden- Ed, Edd Grim

Looney Looney Sytves- [Sylves- Scooby Scooby Torn & Jerry

Paid

Open Court

Trial Heat

BET Start

Next

The District 0.

Movie:* Screwed'(2000. Comedy)I Nash Bridges ti,

(5:45) Movie:"Capricorn One" Movie: *** 'Night People"(1954))NR' Movie: ***1'2 "Marathon Man"(1976) RI'
Diginion Rangers fEley•
Mica! ;Quilts

Garden- SoitC

Duvall

Paid

COURT

66 61

Paid

BET

67 39

CAM

70 34

i5 00) BET Morning Inspiration
(5:00) CUT Music

Paid

HBO

650 71 51

MAX

765 72 54

SHOW

700052

DISN

78 31 57

The 700 Club .if.

Gilmore GirlsI

Spide34

Back-

Room

Crafters Collec-

So Little Living
BluesDuvall

Full Hse. Full Hee.
Blues- ,0111. 8111

Dora

Homes

Sensible

Deep Space9

7 Days In Stereo) Deep Space 9

MacGyver t

i Paid

IRoom

City Confidential

Saved-

[106 & Perk...Top 10 Live

Movie Troll in PO Movie: "Chasing Papi"{2003) *'2 "Lite or Something Likett" Movie: "Something's Gotta Give"(2003)
Movie: ** 2 Slue Thunder (1983)'FI
Movie: *** "Mick; Maude 1984) A.: Movie:*** Unfaithful 1,2002) ri,l' X

FLIX

705

"At War With the Army"(1950) Movie: *** -Educating Rita"(1983) ITV. Movie: "Looking for Richard"
Higgly
Out-Box ,Wiggles 'Koala
,rJoJo [r Wiggles Stanley Role iPBJ
1
"Elbe and the Cruisers II: Eddie Lives!" }-The Adventures of Baron Munchausenr. Movie: "Queen of Soot).'NR .Not With

H902

5U

Movie Memphis

Movie Karate Kid

(Wiggles Niggly

Koala

'Movie: *** "Starran'i1984)'PG .K

[Movie: cc -The Transporter' IMir'Sorne Alogier's Son"

x_ (II SKI I K. It- 111 Rk 11

TUESDAY AFTERNOON

2:00 I, 2:30 1 3:00 I 3:30

1:00 ) 1:30

12:00 12:30
Kfill-ABC All My Children fl" One Life to Live

General Hospital Judy

Judy

ELI-A . 1 RIC,('- ‘11.:111AC(A1,11- 1,11 155

4:00 1 4:30
News
News

News

5:00

News K. ABC

WSIL-ABC All My Children lf.. lOne Life to Live

General Hospital Larry Elder

Montel Williams

W$1111-NBC News

News

Days of our Lives Dr. Phil

Oprah Winfrey '0 'News

NBC

WTVF-C135 Y & R

Talk of the Town

CBS

[Passions Ii
Bold

11053I18C Days of our Lives PassionsI

Guiding Light .0

As World Turns

News

Edition News

Edition 1TBA

Dr. Phil

Jeop-

Million- News t NBC

General Hospital Dr. Phil

Reading Cyber-

Shrinks IZoboo

Dragon [Clifford Maya

KBS4-Fox

Brown

The 700 Club IT

Paid

Enter- '1Fine

GirlStarting Over It

Maury fil

Paid

KFYS-C85 News I Bold

As World Turns

Guiding Light 0

WGN

News In Stereo

Rockford Files

Magnum,P.I. 'Itf

Ellen Show
',
Home Videos

INSP

Life

lnspir-

Brown

SIOTO-LIPti Paid

Family

Fellow- Inspir-

Jerry Springer K. Feud

1Feud

NFL

I NFL

1Malt'

470s

Malcolm King Hill SimpRay-

.Cosby (Cosby

Clifford Dragon GED

Mega-

Mucha

Poke-

Yu Gi

NFL

NFL "'Imam

Inter-

ESPN2

Series-Poker

Wire

MN

Made liri Stereo)

Bad Trip Bad Trip Laguna Laguna School Room

i*NT

Judging Amy g-

NYPO Blue X . Law & Order 0'

Law & Order 0

Angel )in Stereoi

Pro-

Baby

Malt'

Trading Spaces

While You Out

Movie: The Devil's Bed"(1994)I

Strong Medicine

Nanny 'Nanny

'Mak-

B
News if Ray-

Will

Chang- Hagee

NFL

Baby

Nom-

Mixx

NFL

'Wed-

Yes

Oprah Winfrey It 1News it CBS
.

Fortune

News

Zoom '0 News-Lehrer

[Yes

[Blind

NFL

C

Arthur

Cyber- 1Maya

UEFA Champions League Soccer

News
News '0 Fortune

Blind

ESPN

[NFL

News

Fear Factor K

Reppies Discov- Travel

Mass

Pre GED Berens- Shrinks Zoom It Post-

WON-P8S GED

1WOKA-W8 ilile & StyleI

Malt-

Post-

News :). (Enter-

ABC

Oprah Winfrey It,,. News

*891-ABC All My Children K One Life to Live
-lir1IFT-P85 Virtues Lions

6:00 i 6:30
News 'Fortune

5:30
ABC

Will

Horn'

Hickey

Cerullo

News-Lehrer

fBusi-

Griffith

Horn-

Cosby ',Cosby

[1 SportsCenter a. 'Tournament

Hot List Series-Poker
TfiL .0

!Dream Job '0.

NFL

1Chat-

Veronica Mars It

1Chal-

Charmed ).K.

NFL

Law & Order I

[Clean Sweep 0

In a Fix 0

UFE

Unsolved Myst.

USA

JAG (In Stereo)I Movie: cc 'Clean Slate"(1994)(K

AMC

Movie: *** "Oragner'(1969. Mystery: "The St Valentine's Day Massacre"

Movie:***'2 *Serpico"(1973, Drama) Al Pacmo,'RI
Third Watch u,

Movie: -Tho4ttcrirnes"(2003)X

A&E

American Justice Movie. 114'4 -Hearts on Fife"f 19921X Murder-Wrote

FAM

Family

Family

Step

Step

NICK

Back-

Lazy

Thom-

Rocket Rugrats [Rugrats Oddpar- Neutron Sponge U-Pick

[[[ Boy

HON

Decorat- Smart

Mission Design

SPIKE

Star Trek Geri.

Star Trek Gen

WTBS

Cosby

Harvey

Cosby

FullHse FullHse Gilmore Girls 1

'Boy

Design iDesign' House Outer if Walls House
MacGyver 0,
Real N Real TV Maximum Exp.

Harvey

Drew

'Tom

1Drew

Yes

Yes

. Holn-

Golden [Golden Sleeping-Oetol
JAG In Stereo, -if

The Districts.

[Horn-

Looney Looney Power- Dexter
).•
COURT Beth sides

Ed. Edd [Ed, Edd Coden- Om

Totally

Closing Arguments

Catherine Crier

BET

BET Now

Student Center

ClifTV

CUT Music

City Confidential American Justice
7th Heaven 0

Smaliville Leec'

Arnold

Rugrats Neutron Oddpar-

Week-

Land-

Curb

Police Videos

House

CSI: Crime Scn

Seinfeld Seinfeld Ray'

Turtles Trans- [Titans

Ray-

Grim

Ed. Edd

Cops It Cops it

, NYPD Blue M.

106 & Park: Top 10 Live

Rap City: Tha Bassment
fInsider

CUT Music

BET

1Crossroads

Movie: lir); -Funny Farm-(1988) PG Movie: Gattaca"11997) "

Movie: "From Jusbn to Keay" FernGully-Rain

Some-

HBO

Movie

MAX

Movie:* -Anaconda"(1997) Movie: "ChartieS Angels: Full Throttle

SHOW

Movie

DISH

JoJo

FLU(

Movie Not Without

141302

Movie [Movie: "Alien Pes.urrect. *on"(1997)'R' -"movie:*** "Matchstick Men.
"(2433) !Movie: "Deriver Us From Eva"(2003) 'Iran-

Movie:**** -Glory' (1989) R I
'Stanley i Pooh

Movie: *** "Yell'(1983) Barbra Streisand -PG Four Dogs Paying Poker'

'. House 1House [Recess Lilo

Recess LKim

Movie: "Cut*of Horror" Eothe and the Cruisers 11

TUESDAY EVENING
7:00 1 7:30

Movie. *** The Lost Boys 'Movie: *** -Unfaithful-12002)'Ft X

sao

8:00

%- (AI %RTI- K. IT %It KR 11 1- 1 1( URI( , C- 11E1/1 %CONE n- GALAXY
0:00f *30 10:00 10:30 1100 1 11:30 1 12:00 1 12:30

WKRN-ABC My Wife(Lopez

Jim

Rodney

NYPD Blue iNi u

iNews

Friends

WSIL-ABC My Wife 'Lopez

Jim

Rodney

NYPO Blue(Ni X

News g

Nigndine Seinfeld

vrAtv-Noc The Biggest Loser ( N lf,
WTVF-CBS NCtS -Lt Jane Doe

ScrubsI Law & Order:SVU

Clubhouse(N) If.

Judging Amy IN g

WPSO-NBC The Biggest Loser (N)I

Scrubs I Law 8 Order: SVU

WBBJ-ABC My Wile

Rodney

Lopez

WNPT-PBS Nova I In Stereo)g
KBSI-For

Friends

Hightline Jimmy Kimmel Live
Seinfeld

Jimmy Kimmel Live

'News

The Tonight Show li). Late Night ,In Stereo) Last Call

News

Late Show (In Stereo) Entertain The Late Late Show

News K. The Tonight Show 0 Late Night In Stereo: Last Call

NYPD Blue IN.; IT

News

Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live Seinfeld

Broadway The American Musical(Ni K.

News

Served

Post-

Fraser '01 King

Jim

Huff

Proud :E vet
,Lizzie [Sister So
iMovie: The Adventures of Baron Muichausen"

MLB Baseball: ALCS Game 6-- Red Son at Yankees

Edition

Metro Council Meeting
Becker -If Drew

Paid

WOTV-UPH All of Us lEve (N)IfVeronica Mars(N)it News
Entertain Cheaters Paid
Paid
Friends Oprah Winfrey t
KFVS-CBS NCIS "Lt Jane Doe" Clubhouse INi I
Judging Amy iNi 3.2:,- News .0 Late Show I In Stereo: Friends The Late Late Show

Cool Cash Rebate!

WGN

move:** Ito Aping Pace'(2002.Drama) WON News at Nine

INSP

Brkthigh [Frazier

Up to $1,000 on Select Models
Expires 11/12/04

WDKA-WB Gilmore Girls 0.1)11 One Tree Hill Ni( X

Judy

ESPN

Series-Poker

Series-Poker

I'd

ESPH2

NFL's Greatest

Billiards

Billiards

MTV

Laguna

Real Wrld Real Wrld Rea Wrid'Laguna

TNT

Law 8 Order Hate

TIC

Mega Machines(NiOverhaulin

LIFE

Movie Sieepng-Devil Moyle: "Vying to Love You"(1993)I

USA

Law & Order. SVU

AMC

Move:iiiiir 'The Protectr(1985. Drama)'R' Bruce Lee:A Warriors Journey K

ount)
in. For

ay
itrnent
house.
artment
s asked
• new
nity to
rnents.
of the
uesday
Crofton.

"It's cool cash time! That means
YOU get my expertise for less."
90 Days
No Payments
Same As Cash*

• Free Estimates • Financing Available • Factory-Trained
• Licensed, Bonded, Fully-Insured

M

Ii

C

(Discount Tum to the Expertc
-1,-- Refrigeration HEATING &coo'avG

CALL DISCOUNT DON!

WKMU-PBS U S. Senate Debate

Laguna

Inspirit- !Family

Your Day jlite

Masterpiece Theatre - The Lost Pnnce- Lk

Law & Order g

A&E

Bio.: Stake,

Nov* "I Doombaded a Ghost"(2002)i

NICK

Sponge

HGTV

Designed Designer Decors.- Design

SPIKE

CSI Crime Scn

Street

Fellow-

Inspir-

Inspir-

Inspir.

News

Ky Life

GED

World

Will

Rose-

Rose-

Paid

Charlie Rose iii( I
Cops It Extra If

SportsCenter , Live

Dream Job (Lrvei 4

Billiards

Baseball NFL Live NFL

Dream

Made In Stereo)

R. Wild Chat

Chal-

Stew

Charmed (In Stereo: Law & Order li

The X-Files If.

The X-Files If

Rides The Drifters '

Mega Machines

Overnaulin

Nanny

Nanny

Anything fN

Cold Case Files -z
'Father

Dog

Dog
7

Full Hse. Fresh PT, Cosby
Design-

Rose-

DejHouse

SportsCenter itive

Rides The Drifters"
Golden

Providence 11)

Levr & Order SVU

The District t
Tholl0117
Movie: ** The Protector(1965. Drama)'IT

Crossing Jordan K. Bio.: Stalker

Move:it** "Aar:ewer(1980 Robert Hays MXC
Sex &

Golden

Whose/ The 700 Club t

Cold Case Files
Paid

Rose-

Fresh Pr. Fresh Pr. Boss?

Boss?

Crafters

Designed Designer Decor* Design

MXC

Police Videos

Blind

fie's a Lady IN:

Movie: * 'The Beclielor"(1999, Comedy)(K "Could HepPn

Titans

Outurame Family

Friends

Vu-GI-Oh! Coden-

COURT

The Investigators

Forensic North

BET

Speek

Soul Food i In Stereo) Comicview

Static

Alestrinn- Caught
Crossroads

CISTV

Most Shocking

$80

(6:45) Movie:*** 'Something's Gotta Give" Real Sports /NCI(

Coyote Ugly

Seelab

• inuyasha Closed

Forensic North

Hews

Comicview

MAX

Movie: cc "100 Women"(2002. Comedy)'A' Movie: **':'Charlie's Angels' Fiat Throttle' &tamed People, Single Sex

-S-HOW

Movie: **'-: "Clark &.e(2002) Kurt Russell Movie: "Ash Wednesday'(2002)_ Movie: "Dead Weekend"(1995) The Devi Wittin Her

'Finance charges will accrue on the purchase from the date of purchase hut no minimum monthly payments will
you pay the cash sale price
he due prior to the promotion expiration date as indicated on your billing statement. If
of the puxchase. prior to the promotion expiration dale, no finance charges will be due on the purchase Standard
APR is 19.S%. Default rate APR is 21.99%. Minimum monthly finance charge is $50. KY* M04926

DISH

Alvin and the Chipmunks Meet !Barbarian ,Lizzie

FUX

Movie:***',i 'The Fsher ION" 1991) Robe Williama. !Movie: "Black Caesar(1973)'R Move: Ihe WW1 Angels"(1966) Lord

11802

Movie Pamperer 1[[The Sopranos

(

it

"Sister

,

Coyote Ugly
In the Moment
Most Shocking
/The Wire , In Stereo, Reel Time In Stereo The WI* Reloaded

638 South Fourth Street • Murray, KY •(270) 753-0300 or (888) 376-7283

-Quality work at a fair price.-

1

Tlupin the

Evidence Evidence The Investigators
BET Style Midnight Love

i

Blind

Totally

Friends
Ozzy

W.

Fain Mat. Fan. Mat. GRC

Sex &

WTBS
TOON

Girl-

Justice

Missions Dukes

Movie: cc Kiss the GeW(t997)Morgan Freeman.I

FAM

School

Judy

Becker il. Becker 0. Home Delivery

'Even

Boy

Proud

[So Raven Kim

[Naked
llizzie

Moir cc 7 "Allen Resurrection"f1997)'R' Movie: ** -Bad Boys .tr(2033. Ackon)'R'I

'a

Oh

Murray Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

8• Monday, October 18, 2004

CLASSIFIEDS
cal.1111.

www.murrayledger.

Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act siotire
All ail moo adversrad hama =bpi I. the Faksal For
Homing Am Med air It 148 le advert*r any wehowe
lumbago or dliwieitadise Imead ea we. calm nip% um
handily. Wad Mr et Mimi olgia, or blarias te mak*
illitations or disownination
sedi

ADJUSTMENTS
Ache*lows are requested 10 check Me hrst
thw ads kr any error Wray
rearete
Lop & Tines we be resp:inetile let only one
icorrect newton Any error should be reported
wanedelely sown's:tons car be mode

%are laws forbid discriairoSon thr sale, rental or advertising of
nal ism* based on factors in abhor to those protected under
federal law

DEADLINES
Fn 11 a.m.

Monday

We will knowingly accept any advertising fur real estate which o
not in vtolation ot dte law All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are I,allabi* on an equal opporturuh boas

Mon. 11 sin

Tuesday
Wednesday

Mon.5 p.m

Thursday.......... .....

Wed. 11 a.m
For further assistance with Fair Housing
Advertising monuments, contad NAA Counsel
Rene P Mutant (703l M8-1000

Wed 5 p

Friday

Thur. 12 p.m

Saturday

Lava Notice
Nokia
Personals
Financial
Roommate Yawned
Lost And Found
thip Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Chridcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Ports
Want To Buy
Articles Fix Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

010
020
025
030
MO
080
000
070
090
IOU
110
129
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

1511
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
265
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Fenn Equipmen1
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Horne Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets 6 Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sate
Land For Rent Of Lease

430
435
410
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
529
530
560
570

Run,
$7.75 Column Inch, 60"; Discount 2nd
40', Discount 3rd Run.
(Shopping Guide)
$3.00 per column inch extra for Monday

PLACE YOUR LINE AQ ANQ a WILL APPEAR
JILL WEBSITE Al NO EXTRA CHARGE,

Qis

I INI
58.25 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words 5.50 each
day.
Additional Consecutive Days: S.II per word per
tor "r,. 11nd box ads.
extra
I
$251
•
sic
Lu
shopping
into
St IV extra for Shopper(Mon
submitted matter
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

Card
Mast&m"Pt
r

010

060

010

010

Legal
Notice

UMW
Notke

Lactal
Notice

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRW

Help Wanted

4

0
.

T"--t-A
11111

Project will include the construction of a
36 ft. x 48 ft. wood framed/masonry pavilion with a standing seam metal roof and
associated electrical.

To

be opened above dates and times in
procurement services, General Services
Building Murray State University located
on Chestnut Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Forms may be obtained by calling Murray
State University Procurement Services at
(270) 762-4099

I .1‘k

STEVE VIDMER
( iciicp.tI Practice id I Ass

B \\I\RUPT(I
1)1 \ oRI F/C1 S MV/S1 PPORT
imirsu.ri It \Fri(71)I I
1'1 RsON \ I 1\11 R1

753-1752
'Ills Is \\

)11

CNIA/CNA/
NURSES AID
Prefer experience, will
train, pleasant atmosphere, good working
conditions.
EOE
Apply in person
No phone calls please.
Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium Vieu, Dr
•••••••••••••••••

The Bull Pen
is now hiring
experienced
servers.
Apply in
person at
110 S. 5th St.
MIHNOISM111410111411411114111111

RSVP to Nicole:I ruheta youthvillages.org
Masters or Bachelors Degree In Social Sers it.

Happy
Birthday
When you see
WENDY JOYCE
today, wish
her luck
on the big
3- 0
ay.'

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

AMERICAN Red Cross
Community CPR training Calloway Library
2nd Saturday every
month Pre-registration
Call 753required
1421 for info

SENIOR photograWedding
phy,
Call
Photography.
Lynn's_ Studio. 7531001. 16 years expediting.
SPAGHETTI is back on
Wed' Sandra D's Diner.
94 E 293-3816

060

Help Warilsd
CHIMNEY sweep to
work in Pans 1-731
642-4267 nights

IMMEDIATE

Weekends - Day Rate
Call 615-449-8111 ask
for Bobby Of Thom

FREE HELP IN CLAN FILING FOR MY CLIENT'S
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

iCAPPIMIN
Commer-c-7
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service

PLACE
YOUR AD HERE!

$12.00 per week.

to learn vinyl graphic
design & applications.
Send resume to P.O
Box 938, Benton, KY

Murray Area
Heavy Equipment Operators
Tr -Axle Dump Truck Drivers
General Labor
(Pipe Laying Experience)

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

electronics:
• minimum 18 years

of age;
• high school diploma or GED preferred,
• ability to lift up to 75 pounds unassisted:
and
• Clean driving record
Pre-employment physical examinations,
background and reference checks will be
required.
The employer does not discriminate on the
basis of race. religion, sex, age. national
origin or disability. Applications for the position are available at the Kentucky
Department for Employment Services. 319
South 7th St., Mayfield. KY and will be
accepted there until October 29. 2004.
Regular office hours at Employment
Services are 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. on
Monday and Tuesday. 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
on Wednesday and Thursday. and 7:30 12:00 noon on Friday. No telephone calls
please.
Equal Opportunity Employer

-Opportunity Employer

Exce

Quality

Send Resume To.

753-6398
978-0299

Gadcon Inc.
725 Fraysier Avenue
Owensboro, KY 42301
or Fax to (270) 926-1503

(leave message)

Will Deliver

Mobile Homes For
Articles
For Sale

LOCAL company is
Seeking
expanding.
private investors. 2
year-time note. Paying
11.8034% (ROI $25
per $100) 270-2272115 for more informa, on

A+ Certified Technician
On site service.

759.3556
140
Want to Buy

LP Gas Refills.

New
100 lb. cyl. & OPD
valves in stock B&B
Broker. 753-4389

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff.
We buy 1 or all. Cal
Larry at 753-3633

Murray.
JUNK cars wanted
Free hauling 293-0319
USED carpeting. electric baseboard heaters.
refrigerators, air conditioners, doors, and
storm windows 7534109
150

Articles
For Sale

FALL Sale, Yanma
Tractors - excellent
compact tractors plus
rotary cutters, finish
economy
mowers,
tillers.
and
boxes
Located on Hwy 94E 2 miles west of Kenlake
State Park. Call after

2 wheel trailer
4725

Domestic & Childcare

WILL clean up before
and after renters. new
constructidn. remodeling, floors, windows,
etc.
baths,
kit,
436Experienced
5914. Valerie

11 Ready for living,
A/C. heater, refrigeraporch.
stove,
tor,
underpinning. steps.
$1.000. 753-8216
1992 16x70 Clayton
mobile home. $11,000
OBO. New vinyl siding.
etc.
roof.
shingle
Estate G-6.
Coach
Daytime 759-8510
1996 16x60. 2BR. 2BA
condition,
excellent
moved.
be
must
511,000. 270-435-4064
mobile
nice
1997
home. C/H/A. 14x60,
will pay sales tax and
put it in your name for

753-

Auto Pans. 753-5500
GE washer $175 ex
cond. Sofa bed $150
ex. cond. Nice lg. lamp
$20 753-5278
GOLF cart, good condition. Also. new 100 cc
dirt bike 489-2697 or
227-1397

1 OR 2br apts nea
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 753-

1BR, 1 bath W&D.
refrigerator, stove &
1
dishwasher. $325
month free

759-8780

1BR, 1BA central gas
heat & air, all appliances, 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
Coleman RE
days
759-4118

2BR. IBA duplex with
per
$500
garage
month 753-7688. 4926200
- BA, carport
2BR, I
$425 901 Sunny Lane
753-3415
4 bedroom house. 1,2,
3 apts. 753-1252 or
753-0606
APT. 1 bedroom $250
plus lights and deposit.
fur270-436-6081,

AVAILABLE 10/18 1BR
with garage on wooded
lot near campus. Great
Pets
neighborhood.
with extra deposit. 2938462
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for 2br
townhouses, basic rent
$360/ month Call 7531970. Leave Message,

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

584-9429

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

able! Great locations'
Call now! 731-584-

9429
REPO'S: We've

got to

them!
move
Singlewides
Wr,
Doublewides,
finance! 731-584-9429

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units Available
'Now Have Climate Control

753-3853

mobile
2BR
NICE
home and lots for rent
No pets 753-9866

(270)753-1916

e- •• I -

28R very large. all utili
ies paid, dishwasher
disposal
garbage
stove, refngerator. no
pets_ C/H/A. 767-9037

nished, near lake.

AWESOME 3 BED, 2
BATH HOME WITH
PORCH 8* DECK! 731LAND/HOME PACKAGES: 1-5 acres avail-

8619

EXTRA nice 16x80
2BR, 2BA, on private
lot close to town and
school, all appliances
a
$425
furnished
month plus deposit
753-7930 293-1761

4444.

While Homes For Sale

$9.000 437-4465

2 plots behind "Woman
at the Welr in Murray
Garden
Memorial
$500 each Call 753-

Rent

arm EquiPmeln

4PM (270)474-2774

suits,
children's
assorted
sizes. 55/set at Key

090

Ledger & Times

em

-Equal Opportunity Employer"

CAMOUFLAGE

Start....Murray

Call Jill Stephens at

FOR SALE

270

The Place to

Laaes, Owners

Tern/

TOPSOIL

CONSTRUCTION

MOM COMPUTERS

Linda 759-9553

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

280

If you are interested in this position.
Please send your resume with salary
requirements to fliart@jakelinc.com or
mail to Jakel Inc., 700 N. 4th St.,
Murray, KY,42071. M/FN/D-EOE

SWIFT Roofing is hiring roofers and laborers $10-$17 per hour
Random drug screens
753-5976. M-F. 8amEqual
4pm

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

and place your ad today!

150

We are a manufacturer of fractional
horsepower motors and blowers looking
for an experienced second shift
Production Manager. This position
entails a wide variety of production,
materials, personnel, safety and security
activities. The right person must implement methods and procedures to achieve
Company production and quality goals.
Our company offers a competitive salaryand benefits package, which includes
major medical, dental, life and 401K

CLEANING houses is
Cal
my
business

270-753-2411

(13 Week Contract)

Afternoon Shift
(5:30 p.m. - 400 a.m.)

42025

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

753-1916

Production Manager

Domestic & Childcare

pay
or payment plan

2x2

CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,

SIGN company seeking persons who are
expenenced or willing

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.

for as little as

• background in telecommunication operations, telecommunications construction, or

advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-1pm only! 1-

-

1400'585403

shift. Apply in person
@ Sonic Drive-in. 217
S. 12th Street. No
Phone Calls Please.

NEED.

Starting 10/25/04 or
sooner OTR - Owner
Operators Dedicated
Routes - Home on

Part B Call me for more information.

aluminum
BUYING
cans. Key Auto Parts.
753-5562

is accepting applicalong-term
tions for
positions in the Murray
area. Must be willing to
work weekends, pass a
background check and
drug screen. Starting
pay is $6 00 per hour. If

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $876 on Part A; $100 on

1488-FOR 5111.15
14185311741757

All Occasion Transportation • Airport Service *Certified Drivers

Progressive local (regional) telecommunifirm seeks qualified applicants
Qualifications include:

800-578-8799

6203. 227-7788

#ultailadial&
•

cations

interested, please call
for
270-442-5627
appointment. Must be
GED
18. Minimum
required. EOE
LOST male, orange
fluffy cat, no collar,
approx 12 years old.
lost around Chns Dr
has a nick on one of his
ears 761-2841, 753-

304 Main St
Mum);KY 42071
V0,759-5060

NOW taking applications for day & night

PEOPLE PLUS, INC.

Lou V. McGary
Policy Pay 100% of
Your
Does
the Deductibles?

e41451
tab0

Limousines & Vans

IOUMVILLAGES
Job Fair & Information Session
Tuesday, October 19th, 5:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
At our Jackson Office, 24 Weatherford Square

The Murray-Calloway County Economic Development
Field
Corporation(MCEDC)is proposing to construct a rail spur into
• Family l'ounselor- NII.FC42
• Behasior Specialist- MIBS42
the Murray Industrial Park as a part of the Webasto
*Positions are in Dyersburg & Paris, TN*
Automotive expansion. The project is located near the 100 year
Check our %ebpage for job descriptions &
the
on
wetlands
of
mitigation
floodplain and will result in the
positions:
www.youthvillages.org
project site. The Murray Industrial Park is the primary indusSend resume w/job code:
trial area in Ciiilloway_founty and the rail spur is essential to
Villages ML 10716
---Youlk
the Webasto project. The project will consist of the instaTIation Fax: 19011 252-7860
Email: Recruiting,Depfloyouthsillages.org
of approximately 7440 linear feet of rail road spur, one 10' x 4'
EOE
RCBC along with various minor drainage pipes. The rail road
spur will be elevated with engineered fill to an approximate
Cultured Marble Products
height of3 feet. The proposed rail road spur will be situated and
will run parallel to the north property line of the park. The rail
Makers Needed
spur will leave the existing rail track located to the east and
Thornton Tile & Marble, Inc. - Murray'.
will end at the proposed business and approximately 500 feet
KY is recruiting eight marble products
makers for a temporary period of
from US 641. A switching spur will also be constructed along
February 01.2005 to November 23,2005.
with the project to provide adequate car storage. The MCEDC
Normal workweek Monday - Friday 7:00
is interested in securing public perceptions of possible adverse
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Pay rate $7.40 per hour
minipossible
and
project
the
from
impacts that could result
- $11.10 overtime rate if applicable). No
mization measures. Comments will be received until Monday.
experience required. Workers will:
Prepare molds by cleaning/waxing; gathNovember 15, 2004.
er/measure/mix raw materials in
Comments on the proposed project should be sent to:
blenders. Pour mixture onto molds with
sheet rock trowels. Unmold and stock
Asa Williams
after product has cured. Workers will be
Regional Environmental Officer
to drive a forklift, if necessary.
trained
on
Administrati
Economic Development
Workers will be responsible for their own
401 West Peachtree Street, NW
travel and housing expenses. Only perAtlanta, GA 30308-3510
sons authorized to work permanently in
404-730-3010
the U.S. need to apply. Send resume to: V.
Johnson (43641 at DES - 275 E. Main St..
2-WA - Frankfort, KY 40621.
060
Murray State University
Help Wanted
"EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER"
is accepting bids for the following:
CC-118-04 outdoor demonstration, education & research classroom project, opening Nov. 4, 2004 at 2 p.m.

INSURANCE

Complete Formal Wear Headquarter*

Adolescent Counselors
FLOODPLAINS AND WETLANDS NOTICE
PROPOSED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
SECTION 201 PUBLIC WORKS CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
IMPACT ON WETLANDS AND FLOODPLAINS
EO 11988 AND EO 11990

7;

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

RibIs
Lelie Property
kots For Sake
Lob For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles S Awe
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

wels.esiioss•llewsisallesstmwmwasis.awafts wit- es it•-••••

••••• •••

"'

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

le

490

TO'

tasrAsFor Real
GOAT hutches
247-3333

731

SALE
Alfalfa
hay
$2 75/bale until 15
November or until
gone 270-753-8848
STRAW for sale $2.25
bale (day) 753-4582.
(night) 759-4718

can

NICE 1BR,
walk to
MSU, available immediately 762-0991 and
559-1164
NICE 2BR duplex, no
pets 753-7457 or 43E6357
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday,
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice 2BR, 1 5BA
townhouse All appliances, central gas heat
and air. 1 year lease 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905
340
Harass For Rat
1602 Tabard. 3/2,
$850. Available Dec, 1.
753-0090
1BR. 1BA just remodeled, hardwood floors.
nice yard. great neighborhood. $350 a month
plus dep. 767-2502 or
226-9081
2BR house, central
H&A, wd hookup, no
pets 753-2259, 5278174 $550 a month, 1
month deposit
213R, 753-4860, 7531502
Slorsp Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE *Inside climate
control storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Sate & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
G &C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
Cell:(270)293-4153
9 a.m.-4 p.m. M-F

ESTABLISHED
rep
utable childcare cente
for sale with almost an
acre of land in Murray.
Call 270-227-0478 for
appointment

11111
commonest prop for rent
at

br
nt

530
Services Oland

54,4
Services 011ersd

530
Servo= Oared

Itiges Magid

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
281R $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-4
Mon-Thurs
Call today for appointment
753-8221

ts

530
Services Offered

530
Services Ofte-ed

r

Used Caw

Monday, October 18, 2004 • 9

2,580 sq. ft. Insulated
metal building with
overhead
electric
doors, paved parking,
and 10,760 sq. ft. graveled area with. security
fence. 270-753-0020

OFFICE SPACE
AVAILABLE
Suites & Single

SMALL farm for sale
15
fenced
acres
approx. 3 miles east of
Murray in a very nice
community, Has road
frontage for a home
and would be great for
horses or to subdivide.
Asking $60,000. Call
753-1940 and leave
message.
Realtor
inquiries welcome.
Acreage
92 acres located on
Faxon Road Heavily
wooded with some
pine, some hardwood
Lovely site cleared and
ready for building
Creek flows through
property plus pond
Call Kopperud Realty
753-1222 for details
Reduced to $94,900
MLS*19909
460
Homes For Sale
3,000 sq ft house on
extensively landscaped
lot. 2 car garage. gas
fireplace. 3 bedrooms
plus sleeping loft over
great;own.3lull baths,
kitchen, dining room,
living room. 24'x40'
great room, office,
large walk-in pantry.
covered 16'x24" arbor,
covered porch, large
patio, (doll house)
shed. 759-8918
38R,
bath house,
Martin Heights subdivision. Call 753-0980
after 5pm.
3BR, 28A House. $750
will
owner
down,
finance, located on
Row
in
Govenors
Panorama
Shores
area. Call Dennis et 1800-825-6070.
470
lifotorcydes & ATVs
-YAMAHA PW 50 04
w/training wheels
•RX 50 4 stroke 3
speed, no clutch, $800
in exhaust. suspension, & handle bar
731-498-6443. $850
each.

R.Suppliss
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858

1991 hunter green
BMW 525. Runs great,
condition
excellent
inside and out. 126K
miles,
reduced
to
$4,900.
753-6620
nights, 753-1222 days.
Ask for Bill

98 Durango 4 whee
drive 3rd seat, CD
chrome, all power, a
must see $8 500 OBO
(270)841-0902 (cell)
490
Used Cars
NISSAN Altima '94
loaded, excellent condition, must sell leaving
country. $3.000 050
(270)759-2408 after
61)-111
2000
Buick
Park
Avenue fully loaded.
53K miles, extra nice,
must sell. Call 270489-2525
2000 Ford Taurus.
loaded, leather, 6 disc
factory CD changer,
58.000 miles. extended
warranty to 75,000
miles 753-4497
2000 Grand Am. auto.
loaded, 4 door, runs
great, rebuilt title.
68.000 miles. $4,600.
767-0357
2000 Mercury Cougar.
V6, automatic, all
power, 63.000 miles,
red. 753-0114
Camry. one
1999
owner. 44,000 miles,
like new. 753-8744
'99 Honda Accord EX,
loaded, 26,000 miles,
warranty left below
KBB value $9.650
527-5860

Need A Car?
No Credit Check!
0

401 Sycamore • 1593500 • 1 800 2197715
Open tti 8 00 p m on Mon Wed & Thurs

* Vinyl Siding

VINYL SIDING 8,
CUSTOM REMODELING

*Garages
* Barns

* Replacement Waldo% s

For Free Estimate

Calf (270)489-2472

* Metal & Shingle Roofing * Exterior Restor
* Beautiful Sunrooms &
Services
Screen Rooms

After 5 p.m.

* Licensed & Insw•

Cell (270)293-2494
7 to 5 p.m.

Corey Huie 270-293-9858

2000 Toyota Sienna
van, below 48K miles,
excellent
condition
761-2356
1996 Ford Club Wagon
Chateau loaded, rear
A/C, 4 captains chairs
new tires, everything
works, used for long
distance travel, excellent condition Call 7679442
'95 Voyager SE, well
equipped, 96,200 mi
$2,150 0130 753-3191
'89 Chevy Astro Van,
not pretty", used as
work van, needs tune
up, $800 OBO 7670143
500

pick up next day.
5.000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

270-767-9597

731-234-6875

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

731-586-4496

wwwitrotterswoodshop.corn

David's Cleaning
Services

We build, repair,
and refinish.

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile'llomes
•Brick .Alt External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
Ake L-se Hot Water .Parking Lois tit Drisev.a!,s

Used Trucks

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503

Order by 11 a.m. &

30 years experience
All work guaranteed
Cell

•••-• S
-

1220 Hopkins

SUPER sharp 2001
Dodge 1500 Extended
David Borders
cab, 30,600 miles. V8,
5
speed,
leather,
(270) 767-0313 or (2701527-7176
AWFM cass, 10 disc
CD changer, hard
530
530
Towneau cover, Rhino
later, _newt_ _..tires_ob._
Services Ottecact.
Swim.Orterst
chrome. KBB $13,175.
LEE'S Carpet
Asking $12,750. Must CARPORTS Starting
Cleaning
at $675. installed. Roy
see 436-2675
Hill (270)436-2113.
"since 1971'
1994 Chevy Silvered°,
•Carpets '-Upholstery
WALTERS
3500 1 -ton, 4-door
*Emergency Water
CONTRACTING
pickup. 350 V-8 loaded
Removal 'Quick
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
up au. W-L, cr towing
Drying
pk, dual 35 gal. tanks, Siding. Addition. and
Free Estimates
Remodeling. Quality
$7,500. Call 270-753'Got Dirt?"
Work. Over 30 Years
1598. Matching topper.
753-5827
Experience.
Gerald
1989 Chevy S-10 new
Walters.
753-2592.
engine in 2001, new
tires in 2003 Great
shape $2,500 4362232 or 978-1471

Road • Murray
753-0249

ity

Thaws

FAMILY in need walling
to do housekeeping
hauling, small repairs
753-7439 or 293-0319
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839

Creek
NATURAL
Landscaping_ Design
and layout, mulch, trim,
leaf removal and maintenance Free estimates! Call today! 7539731

JUNKi
Rubbish
Removal, clean out
attics, garages yard
waste, etc 127014892583

NO lob too big or small.
Just give me a call.
270-226-9074

FLORIDA bound? 27 ft
Airstream. Immaculate
condition, 753-1537
16 foot completely
refurbished boat and
trailer 70HP Mercury,
trolling motor included.
$1,550
753-0123
days Larry 759-1525
nights or 293-6692
530
Services Offered
436-2867 Joe's Mowe
pick
Repair.Free
up/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
- Roofs, all types.29
years experience. Call
Carters.
AFFORDABLE
A-1
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters. tree
work 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
AFFORDABLE
work removal
2867

tree
436-

ALEXANDER SEPTIC
SERVICE Septic tank
and grease trap cleaning and repair Access
risers installed. 7535933, 1-877-335-1500
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions.
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors.
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353

BACKHOE di TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

BIRTHDAY
for
HAPPY
Tuesday, Oct. 19, 2004:
You are personality plus this
year. though you might not be
able to make a dent when dealing with a stubborn domestic situation and/or real estate investment. Decide to focus on areas
where you can make a difference. You are unusually lucky
and beginning a new II -year life
and
luck
cycle. Evaluate
whether you want to bring a personal issue into this cycle. What
might be a problem in your life
needs to be transformed. If you
are single, others pick up on
your kindness as well as your
charisma. Just don't allow a relationship to become a live-in situation this year. If you are
attached, you might want to
move or make a change in your
family structure. Know that
there are two of you and that
your view isn't the only one.
CAPRICORN triggers you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Know that you need to
take a stand, even if you don't
want to. Others easily become
irritated. You cannot win for los-

IIP & DELIVERY PROVIDED*

530

530
rv...-014eted
SEPTIC
SYSTEM
INSTALLATION, And
repair, pumping, field
replacement.
line
washer beds installed.
Excavating,
gravel
driveways and parking
lots installed BRENT
ALLEN
SEPTECH.759-1515,
1-877-335-1500

LAYTON
Hudson,
hauling, landscaping,
backhoe & loader work
753-4545 or 492-6265

lvi

FREE PALLETS

TENNESSEE Metals
Inc 641 North Puryear
TN 38251 (731)247
3222 Monday thru
Thursday 8-4, now
buying tin, iron, cars
Come by for the best
prices anywhere! Rolloff containers also
available

Loading Dock of Murray
Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve
Please No Phone Calls
by Jacqueline Bigar

ing today; so just do what you
need to do or what is right. A
problem could surround your
family or home. Tonight: Be lazy.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might have something
on your mind that is preventing
you from fully concentrating on a
project. You might have difficulty
staying in the here and now.
Deal with new information and
find experts. When you finally
take action and become present
with the moment, you know what
you are doing. Tonight: Let your
mind wander with music,
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Others expect a lot from
you. Know that, without a doubt,
you cannot please all the people
all the time. Isolate yourself and
restrict, communication to one
individual at a time. Recognize
that a financial matter might
need to be put on hold. Tonight:
Be with your favorite person.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You don't have control
over anyone but yourself. This
statement becomes a reality
today. The power is in other
hands. Don't worry; simply relax.
Your family and domestic life
could be another source of irritation. Tonight Visit with your pals.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** Once more, you feel that life
is all work and no play. You do
your work well, but you might
need a break soon, especially to
maintain the caliber product you

7A1$UN '7e ONO

want. Speak with others, sharing
your frustration. With focus, you
might be able to make this a
short workweek. Tonight. Bring
extra work home.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You could encounter
problems when you least expect
them. Your creativity flourishes,
but somehow you keep hitting a
brick wall. Think about jumping
over it or walking around the
issue for now. Time could work in
your favor. Tonight: Lighten up.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** Frustration could easily
become your middle name. As
much as you have a magnetic
personality, others seem destined to rain on your parade. You
might want to bring extra work
home and take some time for
yourself. Tonight: Don't go too far
from home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Listen to others. Your
instincts could be a bit oft Put
your thoughts on hold instead of
reacting. You might want to keep
a list of your passing thoughts.
Communication buzzes. Return
calls. Others want to chat.
Tonight: Hang with your pals.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Your focus on money cannot be compromised, even when
friends turn up. on the phone or
in person. You need and want as
much monetary security as possible. Distraction occurs left and

right. Make decisions carefully.
Tonight, Your treat.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Your personality blooms,
even if another person or an
authority figure tries to rain on
your parade. Deal with authority
figures and bosses as diplotnatically as possible. Remain confident and don't take on others'
issues. Tonight: Make your own
plans.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
** Take your time making decisions. Even if you can avoid others and formal commitments,
you ,still need your space. Or at
least, for now, keep your
thoughts to yourself. Quickly
investigate different options on
your own. Tonight: Vanish.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Meetirigs take the front
row in your planning. In fact,
dealing with groups is your
strength. A partner or associate
could feel left out. Stay focused
on your goals, and don t get
caught up in all the frivolous conversations around you. Tonight:
Whatever you do is right.
BORN TODAY
Author John le Carre (1931),
actor John Lithgow (1945),
women's rights activist Patricia
Ireland (1951)
••*
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigarcom.

Peet"
-4

WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION

119t
:
.

*0t4 r 'Professional Installation
411.

ARPETa *100°0 Satisfaction Guarantee
"Free In-Home Estimates
-Financing Available
*Window Blinds

TILE flooring, bathroom floors $5 50 ft.
Custom showers $10
ft Free estimates Oil
repair Jamie Harrell
436-2397

V4

Horoscopes

1988 Dodge Dakota,
loaded, topper, 24.000
actual miles' 753-0123
days, Larry 759-1525
nights or 293-6692
85 Ford 1/2-ton truck,
$975.00 obo. 7620642.
'72
Chevy
CST
(Cheyenne) air cab.
disk brakes. 5 lug
wheels, no motor. no
transmission_
$250.
731-498-6443

Right.
&
QUICK
Painting. House work,
Yard work, Odd Jobs
(270)761-2559
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work.
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570
WATERPROOFING
AND
BASEMENTS
CRAWLS PACES.
'root
Underground
drains, surface water
diversions, shoreline
and erosion control
riprap installed, storm
BRENT
shelters
ALLEN SEEPTECH.
759-1515, 1-877-3351500

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

AUTRY ROOFING
Roby Autry

PIANO LESSONS
Phone 436-6054
After 5 p.m

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for Plus all repairs for
home and business
293-5438

Tr Roofing Metal

Mans

APH ALT
Travis Asphalt
Sealcoating
Tony Travis, Owner
•Driveways
•Parking Lots
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

FAUGHN'S USED CARS

McGrews

Murray Sid i I la
8z-' Window Co.

PAYTON Lawn Care.
estimates
FREE
fertilizing.
Mowing,
landscaping. leaf raking, light backhoe work
Phone 270-436-5507,
Cell 270-293-7717

D.G
Landscaping &
Nursery
•mulching
•fertilizationfoverseeding
•welding
.trimming
'-'pressure washing
*parking lot sweeping
*leaf mulching
435-4431

495

520
Boats & Melon

Utility Vehicles

Offices

753-4529

94 Dodge Intrepid, 3 3
der V6. A/C, CD, pass
& driver airbags, 4door, maroon, tint windows Call 767-0698 or
759-9697

'All Major Brands of Ceramic, Carpet,
Vinyl. Hardwood. Laminate and
Commercial Flooring

*

4111A1

)41L1
(;;

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
We Service All Brands"

212 East Main St. • 753-1586

CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE!
Office: (866) 936-6600 • Cell: (270) 293-8086
www.shopathomecarpets.com

UGLY ROOF STAINS
AWAY®

EYES & EYEWEAR
(OLYMPIC PLAZA — MURRAY)

753-5507

Roof-Brite®

•Comprdienhe Ems for Glasses di Ceded Leases
.Treiliamtd Eye lateetioas

Since 1968

.Larzt Sehdla itDesigner Fraisft iid Smighace%

ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY

.MastImam Acrqieeil

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003

See Web Site for Discounts
WWW ARBROOF COM

GLOBAL MORTGAGE LINK, LLC
f

PURCHASE, ZERO DOWN!
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
down
•100% loan, no
*Flexible, forgiving program
*Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Dr. Douglas W. Payne

"Quality Eyeearefur the Entire Family"

Sewing By Steven
Weal(

ri:494.s.,
nee,

t.O1

money

• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

• Specialty Rods

• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

MANY OMR LOAN PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

(270) 753-7407

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361
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Mr. and Mrs. David Whiteside, Oct. 3; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. John Dudley Burton, Oct.
8; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Winters, Oct. 9.
40 years ago
Bill Collie of Murray spoke
about his work as a summer
missionary in Thailand for Baptist Student Union at the quarterly meeting of the Blood River
Baptist Association WMU held
at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. George Marine
will be married 50 years Oct.
25.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Todd,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Colson, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Heyward Roberts, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Hudson, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Powell, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Wayne Thorn.
50 years ago
Over 1.000 persons viewed
the new educational building
of First Methodist Church on
Oct. 17 from 3 to 5 p.m. Mrs.
V.E. Windsor, president of the
Woman's Society of Christian
Service, assisted by other ladies
of the church, was in charge
of refreshments.
Mr. and Mrs. D.B. Byars
were married 56 years Sept.
25.
Ora Lee Farris, Cecil Dodd,
Jean Weeks, Buel Stalls, BeIva
Dill, Mildred Hell, Mildred 1-Tolland, Anna Kuhn, Johnnie May
Dodd, Nettie Klapp, Elva
Tonkin, Edna Parker, Fanny
Stubblefield, Sue Mahan,Christine Kelly, Mrs. Buel Stalls,
Joanne Edmonds and Norman
Klapp were installed as new
officers of Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star.

DEAR ABBY: My mom
baby-sits for my 3-year-old,
"Jessica,"
while I am
work
at
LAst night I
at
arrived
to
Motifs
find that she
had again
left Jessica
sleeping in
Dear Abby the ofback
her
seat
still
van,
By Abigail
strapped
Van Buren
into her car
seat. Jessica had been there
for an hour. and although the
temperature outside was fairly
mild, my little girl was redfaced and sweaty.
Mother says I'm overreacting because the van was parked
in the driveway with the door
left open. But I know of at
least one incident last year when
she left Jessica sleeping in the
van, got distracted with something in the house, and didn't
realize my daughter had awakened and been screaming for
some time. For weeks, Jessica talked about being left outside alone.
I have asked Mom numerous times . not to leave my
child sleeping in the car, but
her only response is to roll
er eyes, tell me flitoming
a big deal out of nothing, and
continue to do it.
Maybe if Morn hears from

ContractBridge
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A J 2
V
•1054
4A K Q 10 8 5 2
EAST
WEST
+5
+106
KQ11073
V A 9 IA 5 4
•A K 9 8
•Q 3
+76
4943
SOUTH
4K Q9 8 7 4 3
46 2
•7 6 2

At the second table, the bidding
went:
East
North
West
South
5V
44
Pass
3+
Pass
c4
Pass
Pass
Dble
Pass
West led the ace of hearts, which
did not prove to be an overwhelming
success. Declarer ruffed, drew
trumps and made all 13 tricks for a
score of 1,250 points.
At the third table, the bidding
was identical except that East doubled five spades instead of West.
Again West led a heart, and again
declarer scored 1,250 points. Needless to say, both of these Wests, having lost 1,450 points because of their
opening leads, were ready to cut their
respective throats.
At the fourth table, the bidding
went:
East
North
West
South
3V
3•
Pass
2
5V
4+
4V
Pass
Dble
6
Pass
5+
North-South were playing weak
two-bids. North (Harold Ogust)
made the imaginative bid of three
diamonds (forcing) at his first turn.
He was planning to raise spades later
and hoped to stop a diamond lead.
Here,once again. West led the ace
of hearts, but this time South scored
1,860 points. At this table, West's
opening lead cost him 2,360 points!
That night West cut his throat (while
shaving. he said).

The bidding:
East
North
West
South
1•
I4
Pass
Pass
5
44
4V
3+
5+
Pass
Pass
queen of'diamonds.
Opening lead
This deal occurred in a four-table
team-of-four match, and the participants included some of the most
famous names in bridge. The hand
illustrates, as it frequently does when
good ',Layers get together, that their
minds don't all function in the same
channels.
The closest to par result occurred
at the first table. where the bidding
went as shown. West led the queen of
diamonds, which seems a sensible
thing to do. and the defenders took
the first three tricks to put the contract down one.
.romorrow: Thinking things through.

Understanding
cholesterol

Parked van is not safe
place for sleeping child

LookingBack
10 years ago
For the third consecutive
year, Murray State University
has received a high rating in
"America's Best Colleges "
published by "U.S. News &
World Report"
High
Calloway County
School Band won all superior
ratings and was awarded first
place band, best guard. best
percussion and best drum major
in Class 2A Division II at the
Hopkinsville Invitational Band
Festival.
Births reported include a
boy to Patricia and Tony Walters and a girl to Tammy and
Douglas McWhener, Oct. 10.•
20 years ago
Published are pictures of
Democratic and Republican
campaign volunteers working to
get persons to register to vote
in the General Election in
November.
Murray Board of Zoning
gave initial approval to a condominium project proposed on
a location south of Glendale
•
Road.
Births reported include a
boy to Kimberly and Keith Hopkins and a girl to Marla and
Carl Woods. Oct. 5; a boy to
Teresa and Barry Adair, a girl
to Sandra and William Norton
and a boy to Kathy and Michael
Weatherford, Oct. 6.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of
the Murray State University
Marching 1 horoughbred Hand
rehearsing for the half-time
show at the homecoming football game on Oct. 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Shroat
were married 50 years Oct. 2.
Births reported include a
boy to Mr. and -Mrs. Billy
Roberts, Sept. 28; a boy to
Dr. and Mrs. Leonard T. Elzie
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. R.
Neal Tanner. Oct. 1; a girl to

Murray Ledger & 11mte
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DEAR ABBY: My son
works at a place where the
employees celebrate birthdays
by gathering for cake. One
young employee seems bent
on learning everyone's age.
Although many people are
reluctant to state their age, he
persists with his questions to
the point of embarrassment.
Abby, our son was a victim of downsizing and recently joined the group.. His birthday is in early November, and
he is dreading their "celebratrill

‘11.1JC

level is a function of age and
appears to be a key indicator
of cardiovascular disease. In
normal, young adults, it should
not exceed 200 milligrams,
preferably below 180.
in addition, the LDL (low density lipoproteins, the "bad"
cholesterol) should be 130 mg
or less.
activity,
The HDL(high-density good
My doceins) should preferably
lipoprot
me
put
tor
on Lipitor exceed 55 mg in adults, dependmil- ing on their activity and diet.
40
AJ
Thus, the "normal" cholesligrams, folDr. Gott low ing terol value is a consequence
which my of many factors. Some healthy,
By
levels well-trained athletes have borDr. Peter Gott dropped derline (200-220 mg) cholesinto the 130-150 range. I took terol, depending on their genet, their
the medicine for about two ic inheritance. However
mastrono
are
levels
mg
HDL
years, without side effects,
levLDL
their
),
(75-100
ical
musmorning
some
except for
els are low (110-120) and they
cle aches.
have nothing to worry about.
denlowmy
t,
On treatmen
In contrast, people who have
sity lipoprotein (LDL, the "bad
ed cardiovascular disrecogniz
40.
d
exceede
guy") has not
Consequently, my doctor ease, such as a history of heart
criasked me to try niacin. I was attack, operate under revised
treatOK at a 500 mg dose but, at teria. They should, under
rol
2000 mg. it caused flushing, ment, have total choleste
LDL
so I stopped it. (No change in levels below 150 mg, and
levels below 50 mg.
my blood lipids.)
Finally, cholesterol levels
The doctor then suggested
250 are relatively cornabove
week
a
Crestor. I took it for
or two, then stopped it because mon in the healthy elderly.
These excesses appear to be
of muscle pain.
I am aware of the definite relatively harmless and do not
link between high LDL levels necessarily require drug therapy.
and heart disease.
My eo-wecker- mentioned- —Although your eholesterol is
several "natural" food supple- borderline for your age, the
ments and suggested I try risk of side effects (such as
lecithin. My questions are as liver inflammation and muscle
damage) from cholesterol-lowfollows:
— What is your guideline ering drugs may exceed the
potential benefits. Therefore,
on total cholesterol levels?
— Does a low LDL matter you might be better off stickwhen considering the overall ing to a strict low-cholesterol
diet as a reasonable, drug-free
levels?
— What is your opinion of trial. Your physician, in conjunction with a licensed dietilecithin?
— What do you, in your cian, can guide and advise you.
practice, do to help patients Remember, too, that you can
lower their cholesterol levels? further ameliorate the undesirDEAR READER: You raise able consequences of high choseveral important and intrigu- lesterol by restricting your consumption of alcohol beverages,
ing questions that are valid.
In answering these, let me stopping smoking, exercising
start out with some numbers. regularly, and maintaining an
The normal total cholesterol average weight.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
a mate, 35, who has been diagnosed with an elevated cholesterol level (220). despite a
low-cholesdiet
terol
an
and
increase in
physical

someone other than me that
it's not OK to leave a child
unattended in a car, even in a
driveway, she'll stop doing it.
Thanks! -- OVERHEATED
MOM IN MASSACHUSETTS
DEAR MOM: Do not
expect your mother -- who is
in denial -- to listen to me.
These incidents are recurring
because you are allowing it to
happen. Your mother has proven
repeatedly that she is too easily distracted and too forgetful to responsibly supervise
your daughter. Recognize that
your daughter is in danger and
make other arrangements for he
immediately. To paraphrase an
old saying: If something happens once, shame on the perpetrator. If it happens twice - shame on the "victim."

lie la---over

and fears his supervisors will
think he's too old for advancement. How should that young
man's question be handled? - MOTHER OF A MIDDLEAGED SON
DEAR MOTHER: When
By The Associated Press
18,
impudent question is asked,
Oct.
,
the
Monday
is
Today
the 292nd day of 2004. There your son should reply with a
smile, "I'm old enough to know
are 74 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in His- better than to tell you." If the
questioner persists, your son can
tory:
put him in his place. and probboundthe
1767,
18,
Oct.
On
ary between. Maryland and ably gain the appreciation o
Pennsylvania. the Mason-Dixon everyone else who's been put
on the spot, by saying: "I'm
line, was agreed upon.
29 again, and I'll thank you
On this date:
not to pursue this any further.
XIV
Louis
King
1685,
In
revoked the Edict of Nantes, It's rude."
0.1010
which had established legal
toleration of France's Protestant population, the Huguenots.
In 1867, the United States
I_COINIIDIECtr_)
took formal possession of Alaska from Russia.
SUMSTEADI DONT YOU REMEASER
In 1892, the first long-disWHAT YOU SAIO YOU'D,DO IF I EVER
l'uRNED 7HE COMPANY
tance telephone line between
OVER 70 VOU'Af
Chicago and New York was formally opened.
•
In 1898. the American flag
was raised in Puerto Rico
shortly before Spain" formally
relinquished control of the
island to the U.S.
In 1931. inventor Thomas
Alva Edison died in West
Orange, N.J., at age 84.
In 1962, Dr. James D. Watson of the U.S., and Dr. Francis Crick and Dr. Maurice r voLl t.0ERE 50 tN5TERcAt_
ABOur OUR WELONG. AND
Wilkins of Britain, were named
40413E 50 RELAXED!
for
Prize
winners of the Nobel
I LEARNED TO SET
Medicine and Physiology for
REALISTIC GOALS.
their work in determining the
strucar
molecul
double-helix
ture of DNA.

Todaylnillistory

DallyComics

1 you roLo

riaN

vouo

TREAT tT 5.5 IF IT WERE
YOuR OWN"

WHAT'S

THE
PROOLEAC'

0-1e.

I. SELL.'ICOR HOUSE.
Z. SELL FAY HOUSE.
3. 80`4 OUR DREAM

MOUSE TOWNER.

Crosswords
50 Behind, at sea
53 Smear
55 "Lou Grant'
lead
57 Mcon of Jupiter
58 Respect
60 Prom rental
62 Demolished
63 Movie alien
64 Tropical

ACROSS
1 Average
4 Yes. to Fritz
6 Squander
11 Bordered
13 Pearl maker ,
14 Chicago train
15 Groom's
attendant
17 Little kids
18 Ar-pirnp meas.
20 Convinced
21 Hindu mantra
22 Dotted
25 "Nova network
28 Living-room
piece
30 Beach cover
32 Plural ending
33 Making a bet
36 Noose
38 Sigh of relief
39 Luau staple
41 Totals up
42 — it up
44 First-aid item
47 Refrain syllable
49 Get better

1

14
8

Get ready
Catches cold
Real astale al&
Helms or Owens
Kind of committee(2 Ads)
6 Cheyenne's st
7 Re (2 wds )
8 Collector's item
9 Actor
— Danson
10 Uh s cousins
2 Frat letter
3 Trying
experience
6 Lodge members
1
2
3
4
5

10-18 C 2004 United Feature Syncecate Inc
19 Doubtful
23 Cafe au —
24 Spiral
molecule
26 Necklace part
27 Mach 1 breakers
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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Kill
Mill
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al

28 Leave
laughing
29 Waikiki setting
31 Tow along
34 Catch a crook
35 Kind of
cracker
37 Suggestion
40 Wallet stutters
43 Awkward
person
45 "Divine
Comedy"
author
46 Kayak user
48 Busy as — —
51 Popular clog
name
52 Hit the horn
53 German article
54 Film speed
ind
56 Prescnption
letters
59 Mag exec
61 "Say what?"
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ALLOW ME TO EXPLAIN BY
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Red Sox stay alive in ALCS
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BOSTON (AP) — Early in
the morning, when most fans'
usually are tucked in bed, David
Ortiz set off a frenzy at Fenway Park that gave the Boston
Red Sox a shot at pulling off
the greatest comeback ever.
The Red Sox were down to
their last three outs of the season, close to extinction. Then
Boston rallied — against Mariano Rivera, the New York
Yankees and decades of disappointment.
Bill Mueller singled home
the tying run off Rivera in the
ninth inning, and Ortiz homered into the right-field bullpen
against Paul Quantrill in the
12th, giving Boston an exhilarating and exhausting 6-4 victory. With the win, the Red
Sox avoided a sweep and forced
a fifth game in the AL championship series.
"This," Ortiz said, "is a
team that never gives up."
Red Sox fans who had been
praying, holding hands and hoping against hope a few innings
earlier, burst into cheers when
Ortiz connected. Long after
Sunday turned into Monday,
there was still plenty of energy inside old Fenway Park.
Even Ortiz danced home to

his teammates waiting at the
plate.
"We always find a way to
make it hard for ourselves,"
Red Sox starter Derek Lowe
said.
This game lasted 5 hours,
2 minutes and ended at 1:22
a.m. EDT, marking the second
back-to-back marathon. Saturday's 19-8 win by the Yankees took 4 hours, 20 minutes.
And the teams had about
15 hours to prepare for Game
5, when Pedro Martinez pitches for the Red Sox against
Mike Mussina.
"Everybody's going to have
trouble sleeping, probably
except maybe from exhaustion,"
Yankees manager Joe Torre said.
Of the 25 previous teams
to fall behind 3-0 in a bestof-seven series, 20 were swept,
three lost in five games and
two lost in six. The Red Sox
say if they win again, injured
Curt Schilling would be ready
to start Tuesday in New York.
"We've just got to get to
Game 6," Red Sox manager
Terry Francona said.
Quantrill, New York's fifth
pitcWr, relieved Tom Gordon

clinches
OVC berth

AP Photo

David Ortiz celebrates after
hitting his game-winning
12th-inning
homer
in
Boston.
to start the 12th and allowed
a leadoff single to Manny
Ramirez. Ortiz then joined
Bernie Williams as the only
player to hit two game-ending
homers in postseason play, the
first to do it twice in one year.
"Ortiz is- just a great hitter
and he beat me," Quantrill said.

AP

Houston Texans running back Jonathan Wells (32) leaps over the goal line to
score a touchdown in the fourth quarter and seal a 20-10 win over the Tennessee Titans on Sunday in Nashville. Trying to stop Wells are Titans defenders
Brad Kassell (55), Rocky Boiman (50) and Carlos Hall (97). Blocking for wells
are Seth Wand (78) and Mark Bruener (87).
Tennessee struggled throughout the game. Interceptions
ended its first two drives, and
the Titans went three and out
on the third. Tennessee disintegrated after yet another
dropped pass in the fourth quarter.
Drew Bennett had a pass
bounce out of his arms on a
third-and-5, and Derrick Mason
pulled off his helmet in frustration. drawing a 15-yard
penalty for unsportsmanlike
conduct.
"It's feeling like 2001 right
now, and that was miserable,"
Titans cornerback Samari Rolle
said of their last losing season. "But I think we've got
the character guys on this team
who won't let us go down like
that."

Come See Jerry & Norman
For All YourTire Needs!
NEW PULL-OFFS...
.235/70 16" Firestone Wilderness HT W/L & BW
*245/65 17" Michelin Pilot LTX BW
.245/70 17" Michelin LTX
*265/70 17" Continental Contitnac W/L & BW
.235/70 17" Hankook Dynamic
*25500 18" Michelin W/L & BW Cross Terrain LTX
KING
READ
5T

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS • MURRAY,KY
KFBHurrav.com

From Page 12

They lost the AFC's leading
rusher this season in the third
quarter when Chris Brown hurt
his right shoulder and was
replaced by Antowain Smith.
Houston came into the game
without starting right tackle
Todd Wade because of an ankle
injury, and running back
Domanick Davis didn't play
the second half after bruising
his thigh.
Despite a sore ankle. Carr
helped the Texans play keepaway from the team that led
the NFL in time of possession. They held the ball for more
than 32 minutes and outgained
the Titans 345-305.
"The offensive line stepped
up big. I was on one wheel
today. If I'd got hit at all, it
would've been none," Can said.

Or' OCOMNDOADD
SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

II Titans...

starting guards. McNair tried
to rally the Titans and drove
them to the Houston 4 in the
final minutes. But Marcus Coleman intercepted McNair on
fourth-and-2 with 1:42 left, and
the Texans ran out the clock.
The banged-up Titans played
without starting right guard
Benji-- Olson because of a
strained groin. Shad Meier, their
top tight end, was in a hospital after an emergency appendectomy Sunday morning. That
forced coaches to scrap all their
plays using two tight ends.
"That's no excuse," Titans
coach Jeff Fisher said. "We're
pros. This is a professional
coaching staff, and these are
professional pkers.4
The injuries didn't stop there.

RACER ROUNDUP

As Low
As Low
As Low
As Low
As Low
As Low

As ;150 a set
As $300 a set
As $350 a set
As $250 a set
As $250 a set
As $350 a set

Staff Report
stuort_olesonder kylbins.com
Murray Ledger & Times
NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE SCOREBOARD
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo
National Football League
National Football UNION
— The Murray State women's
Al A Glance
At A Glance
soccer team clinched a berth
By The Associated Press
By The Associated Pre*
All Times CDT
All Times CDT
in the six-team Ohio Valley
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Championship
Conference
East
East
W L T Pct
W
L T Pet
Tournament in thrillidt fashNew England
5 0 01.000
Philadelphia
5 0 0 1.000
ion, as freshman Molly Wolfe
N.Y Jets
4
5 0 01.000
1 0 .800
N.Y. Giants
sent in the game-winning goal
Buffalo
1 4 0 200
2 3 0 .400
Dallas
Miami
2 4 0 .333
0 6 0 000
Washington
with under two minutes left in
South
South
the second overtime for the IW L T Pet
W LIM
0 win at Southeast Missouri
Indianapolis
4
1 0 800
Atlanta
5
1 0 .833
Jacksonville
4
2
0
667
New Orleans
2 4 0 .333
State on Sunday.
Houston
3 3 0 500
Carolina
1
4 0 .200
The Racers (7-8-0, 4-2-0
Tennessee
2 4 0 333
1
4 0 .200
Tampa Bay
North
North
OVC) mark their third appearW L T Pct
W L T Pet
ance in the OVC Championship
Pittsburgh
4
1 0 .800
5
1 0 .833
Minnesota
Baltimore
Detroit
3 2 0 600
3 2 0 .600
in their brief five-year history,
Cleveland
3 3 0 500
Green Bay
2 4 0 .333
the first since the 2001 seaCincinnati
4 0 200
1
4 0 .200
Chicago
son. This season's four OVC
West
West
W
L T Pct
wins is the most league wins
Denver
5
St Louis
3 2 0 .600
in a single season for MSU.
San Diego
Seattle
3 2 0 .600
3
Oakland
2
Arizona
1
4 0 .200
MSU sophomore goalkeep1
Kansas City
San Francisco
1
5 0 .167
er Annie Fortier (5-51 4-2-0
OVC) turned away eight. of
Sunday's Games
Green Bay 38, Detroit 10
Sunday, Oct. 24
her 14 saves.
Buffalo 20, Miami 13
St Louis at Miami. noon
With 1:56 left in the secHouston 20. Tennessee 10
Detroit at N Y Giants. noon
Atlanta 21, San Diego 20
Buffalo at Baltimore. noon
ond and final overtime, Wolfe
Atlanta at Kansas City, noon
on 13. Chicago 10
I omore
took a •ass
N.Y. Jets 22.-&-an_Francisco 14
. Jacksonville at Indianapolis, noon
rwar Lacey Latimer in the
New England au, Siattla.,20
Chicago at Tampa Bay, noon
Jacksonville 22, Kansas City TS
San Diego at Carolina, noon
right side of the box and
Cleveland 34, Cincinnati 17
4,ttiladelphia at-Cleveland. 11001)--punched it home for her fourth
Philadelphia 30. Carolina 8
Tennessee at Minnesota. noon
Denver 31, Oakland 3
N V Jets at New England, 3.05 pm
goal of the season.
Pittsburgh 24, Dallas 20
Dallas at Green Bay. 3'15 p.m
Mlle
Seattle at Arizona. 3.15 pm
Minnesota 38. New Orleans 31
Open: Indianapolis, Arizona, N.Y.
New Orleans at Oakland, 3:15 pin
The Murray State rifle team
Giants. Baltimore
Open: Pittsburgh. Washington. San
outshot Tennessee Tech 4647Monday's Game
Francisco. Houston
Tampa Bay at St. Louis, 8 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 25
4572 in a dual match SaturDenver at Cincinnati. 8 p.m.
day at the Pat Spurgin Rifle
Range.
Freshman Cameron Hicks
shot a 585 out of a possible
600 in smallbore and a 588
out of a possible 600 in air From Page 12
rifle for an aggregate of 1172
"We just got whipped up time break down 10-0. But
out of a possible 1200. while
front,"
he claimed."Our offense tailback Vincent Webb effectivesophomore Justin Sparks shot
a 577 in smallbore and a 585 just couldn't move the ball. ly closed the door on any Racer
They loaded, up on the run
in air rifle for an 1162.
and we couldn't make a play comeback, racing' 90 yards for
Junior Alex Culbertson had in the passing game to get a touchown on E1U's first pla
a 580 in smallbore and a 581 them off the line."
from scrimmage in the third
in air rifle for an 1161., while
The Racer passing attack, period, giving the Panthers a
sophomore Josiah Brooks had
which has been a concern for
a 578 in smallbore and a 572
Pannunzio all season, had no comfortable 17-0 lead.
in air rifle for an 1156.
impact with just 88 yards. Junior
The Racers' only scoring
quarterback Adam Fisher had drive of the day came aftei
a dismal outing, completing
trailing 24-2 early in the fourth
only 16-0-31 attempts on the
quarter.
Cook's 1 -yard plunge
day. Backup Ryne Salyer
entered the game for one first- capped an 8-play. 59-yard drive
half series, throwing one incom- at the 12:41 mark. But it was
plete pass. '
too little too late for MSU.
Mistakes on special teams,
Already a full two games
which has also been a seasonStaff Report
long problem, proved costly off the pace of OVC leader JackMurray Ledger & Times
for the Racers, as well.
sonville State, the Racers are
Murray High School socAlready trailing 7-0, the Rac- left now to play out the remaincer standout Peggy Ray had
a hat trick in the first half ers gave up three more points der of the season with no chamand fellow Lady Tiger Chelsea when Turner misplayed an DU
Riggins provided a second half punt in the second quarter. The pionship hopes.
goal in a 4-1 win over Lone Panthers settled for a 42-yard
Murray's remaining schedSteve Kuehn field goal, but
Oak late last week.
ule includes home games
The game served as a reg- still held a commanding 10-0
against Southeast Missouri State
ular season finale and a tune- advantage.
up for tonight's district showDespite its re-occuring prob- (Saturday) and Tennessee-Mardown with Calloway County lems, MSU's special teams gave tin (Nov. 13), ancl road games
at 7:30 p.m. at Mayfield High it a chance to get back in the at Eastern Kentucky (Oct. 301
School.
game, late in the half, when
and Tennessee State (Nov. 20).
Against the Lady Flash. Derrick Parrott recovered a fumMurray High put up 18 shots ble by EIU punt returner AliPannunzio conceded that
on goal. while Lone Oak pro- cus Nozinor at the Panther 13. coaxing his team into playing
vided 12.
Cook moved the ball to the hard without a tangible goal
Claire Harrington had three 8-yard line on a 5-yard run.
saves in goal for the Lady But a pair of incomplete pass- would be difficult.
Tigers in the first half. Whit- es by Fisher and a missed 25"We'll see how tough thesc
ley McCuiston came up with
yard field goal attempt by kick- kids are." he said. "Hopefull.
six saves in the second half. er Morgan Riley left the RacMurray High and Calloway ers with a goose egg on the we've got enough spunk to
keep things going. I think we'‘e
spilt this past season in reg- scoreboard.
ular season action. both wingot
enough good character kids
Murray was still clinging to
ning on the oppositions field.
hope after -entering the half- that they'll continue to fight."

Murray High
takes out
Lady Flash in
season finale

FOR 1ST DISTRICT STATE SENATE

Enjoy a FREE Lunch
with the Candidate!
Tuesday, Oct. 19 from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
at the Republican Headquarters (NE Corner of Main & 4th
—COwntown Murray

Entrance off of 4th Street and upstairs.)

USED...
*205/70 15" General XP 2000 BW
0225/60 16" Goodyear Eagle GA & RSA BW
.225/70 15" Uniroyal Tiger Paw BW

As Low As $20 a set
As Low As $100 a set
As Low As $75 a set

KEY AUTO PARTS
Horne of 25 Acres of Car it Truck Parts

1850 Hwy. 121 South • Murray • 270-753-5500

STATE SENATE
WWW.WINTERSFORSENATE.COM • WWW =Win With Winters
Paid for by Ken Winters
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SPORTS
Beltran, Astros rally to knot series

AP Photo

Houston's Carlos Beltran
reacts after hitting a home
run in the seventh inning
against the St. Louis Cardinals during Game 4 of
the National League Championship Series in Houston Sunday.

HOUSTON (AP) — Carlos Beltran
sent Minute Maid Park into a frenzy.
He drove Julian Tavarez a little crazy,
too.
In an October he has stamping as
all his own, Beltran struck again Sunday. He homered in a record fifth
straight postseason game, sending the
Houston Astros over the St. Louis Cardinals 6-5 and tying the NL championship series at 2.
Beltran homered into the Houston
bullpen in right field, hitting a tiebreaking drive in the seventh inning. Making it more special. he connected off
Tavarez.
Before Game 1, Tavarez made this
assessment: "We don't look at the
Houston Astros like this is a great
team. They are good. but we are better than them. We are the best because
we've got 108 wins. We've proved it."
Beltran reached down to golf a 2-

2 slider, and matched Barry Bonds'
2002 mark with his eighth home run
in a single postseason.
"There's no better feeling," he said.
Jeff Bagwell was the next batter,
and the excitable Tavarez threw a fastball over his head. The two players shoutat each other, plate umpire Mike
Winters warned against further trouble
and play resumed without any problems.
When the inning ended. Tavarez
shouted at himself while walking to
the dugout. Once on the bench, he
tried to rip off the bullpen phone and
slammed down a water cooler.
"I just lost my cool," Tavarez said.
The tantrum was replayed on the
stadium scoreboard, and that bothered
Cardinals manager Tony La Russa.
"I think ever since I've been around,
since 1996, the Astros are as classy
an organization as anything I've met

EASTERN ILLINOIS 24- MURRAY STATE 9

Panthers' one-two punch
--106-mu-thlor Milnday State

Beltran
in the National League," he said. "But
even Sinatra clears his throat, and I is getting
think that was below their standards richer and
richer
and that was disappointing."
Beltran ensured the teams will go with each
back to Busch Stadium to settle who swing.
goes to the World Series. Meantime, The
there's Game 5 Monday night, with Bran- switch don Backe starting for Houston against hitting,
All-Star
Woody Williams.
Beltran broke the record set by Jef- center
frey Leonard and tied by Juan Gonza- fielder
lez in 1996 for consecutive postseason might be
the prime
games with a home run.
"Barry Bonds is the best hitter in free agent
the
baseball. I don't think he could have on
hit that pitch," Tavarez said. "I can't market
once the
believe he hit it."
Said Astros manager Phil Garner: season
"This is as good as I've ever seen ends — at this moment, he's aiming
anybody swing the bat, not just Car- for a ring.
"I'm just being relaxed, patient at
los Beltran.
the plate," Beltran said.
"He's some kind of locked in."

Texans torture Tennessee
The loss dropped the Titans
The Texans improved to 3NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Maybe now the Texans won't 3 for the first time in the fran- (2-4) into sole possession of
hear so much about the team chise's three-season history by the AFC South cellar. Worse
the
in
stadium yet, the Titans have lost three
winning
they replaced in Houston.
David Carr threw for 266 Nashville built to lure the for- straight at home for the first
yards and a touchdown,and Kris mer Oilers away from Hous- time since their final season
Brown kicked field goals of ton. Other giant steps from this in Houston in 1996.
McNair, the NFL's 2003 co21 and 50 yards, as the Tex- game include victory in their
ans beat the Titans 20-10 for first division game this season MVP, was angry the Titans
their first victory over the team and a second straight road win. failed to follow a 48-27 vic"Since this is our third year, tory at Green Bay last week
that left Texas for Tennessee.
"This is definitely a big it seems like every time we with a strong outing.
"We've got to reach back
game for: the Houston fans," do something, it's the first
Carr said. "I wanted to get time," Houston coach Dom and find the old Titans, because
right now we're not a great
this ... for the fans as much Capers said.
The Texans did it with football team," he said.
as anybody else. Hopefully,
Playing behind a patchwork
they're cheering back home. I defense, intercepting four passknow they are, and we had to es and sacking Steve McNair offensive line missing both
once.
get it for them."
See TITANS Page 11
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SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Eastern Illinois linebacker Jamarr Day (50) grabs hold of Murray State tailback Chad Cook (28) during first-quarter action of the Racers' 24-9 loss to
the Panthers Saturday at O'Brien Stadium in Charleston, Ill. MSU's three-game
streak of featuring a 100-yard rusher was snapped, as the Racers gained just
143 yards on the ground.
three first downs in the first
By SCOTT NANNEY
.• I
I .s•.15•iii 11111
half. The Racers, who tallied
Sports Editor
IIA( I Ii'. '5
CHARLESTON, Ill. — On but 231 total yards on the Murray St
2 7 — 9
00
paper, Saturday's matchup day, didn't cross midfield until E Illinois
7 3 14 0 —24
First Quarter
between Eastern Illinois' top- late in the third quarter.
The Racers, who had pro- EIU — Ryan Voss 7 pass from Matt
ranked run defense and MurSchabert (Steve Kuehn kick), 4 17
ray State's highly-regarded duced a 100-yard rusher in
Second Quarter
rushing offense was an intrigu- each of their three previous EIU — FG Kuehn 42. 600
Third Quarter
ing subplot to a key Ohio three games. failed to do so
EIU — Vincent Webb 90 run (Kuehn
tailback
Junior
Saturday.
on
contest.
Conference
Valley
kick). 13.37
On the field, it was real- Nick Turner, who returned to MUR — TEAM safety. 9 18
the backfield for the first time EIU — Webb 11 run (Kuehn kick),
ly no contest.
The Panthers' stingy unit since bruising his ribs against 5.06
Fourth Quarter
smothered the Murray ground Tennessee Tech, was Murray's MUR — Chad Cook 1 run (Morgan
game, allowing the Racers to leading rusher with just 51 Riley kick), 12:41.
A — 5,722
net just 143 yards rushing in yards on six carries.
back-to-back
off
Coming
victory
EIU
24-9
a decisive
TEAM STATISTICS
on a chilly Homecoming at 100-yard games, sophomore
EIU
MUR
11
20
tailback Chad Cook mustered First downs
O'Brien Stadium.
33-143 52-214
Rushes-yards
"We just got beat up on only 50 yards on 14 rushes, Passing
180
88
both sides of the ball." said while junior Ron Lane car- Comp-An-Int
16-32-0 14-25-0
100
56
a dejected MSU head coach ried 10 times for a mere 21 Return Yards
11-45 7-36
Punts-Avg
Joe Pannunzio, whose squad's yards.
2-1
2-1
Fumbles-Lost
The Racer tailbacks didn't Penalties-Yards
road woes effectively ended
5-39 7-45
any hopes for an OVC cham- receive much help from a Time of Possession 29 13 30 47
depleted offensive line, which
pionship this season.
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
The Racers (3-4, 2-2 °VC), played the first half without
RUSHING — MUR. Nick Turner 6-51.
Hughes,
Dustin
who have now lost three senior center
Chad Cook 14-50. Adam Fisher 3-21,
straight games to the Panthers who continues to nurse an Ron Lane 10-21 EIU. Vincent Webb
at Charleston, are just 8-21 injury. Tight end Jimmy St. 23-191. Ademola Adenip 15-57.
Jermaine Mobley 1-4, Charles Owens
on the road since Pannunzio Louis. used often as a stur- 1-2, Matt Schabert 11-(minus 18),
took over the program in 2000 dy blocker in the run game. TEAM 1 -(minus 22)
and are just 6-9 against con- was also not available with a PASSING — MUR. Adam Fisher 41Ryne Salyer 1-0-0-0 EIU,
ference foes away from Roy knee injury that has likely 16-0-88.
Matt Schabert 25-14-0-180
ended his MSU career.
Stewart Stadium.
RECEIVING — MUR, Nock Turner 5-22.
But Pannunzio insisted the Terrence Biggers 4-18. Daniel Rumley
However, the location of
Saturday's game really was- absence of both players did- 3-16, Doug Fashaw 2-21. Ron Lane 211 EIU, Charles Owens 3-38. Alicus
n't a factor in the final analy- n't factor much in the game's Morino( 3-34 Brandon Robinson 3-25.
outcome.
sis.
Ryan Voss 2-31 Jermaine Mobley 144, Justin Duhai 1.7, Vincent Webb 1MSU's porous offense man1,
aged just 65- yards and only II See RACERS Page 11
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Oldsmobile
Alero

Pontiac
Grand Am
a
month

r or 50,000 mi. limit
s, Pwr. Locks, Pwr. Seat
Player, Aluminum
More Than 25 In Stock!

,1k 2000 Ford F-150 Ext. Cab

$14,900

kustom Kreation Cony., loodod w/ Equip., Simi& Point

1

•1999 Buick LeSabre
Local Car, Leather, Dual Pwr. Seats, Loaded
# 2000 Buick Century
Pwr. Windows, Pwr. Locks, Pwr. Seat, V-6
# 2003 Chrysler Sebring
4 Dr., Pwr. Windows, Pwr. Locks, CD Player
, 2001 Toyota Corolla
Pwr. Windows, Pwr. Locks, Pwr. Mirrors
2000 Chevy Impala LS
Leather, Sunroof, All Pwr., Extra Clean

Certified

Brcodon

$6,900

$8,900
$ 10,900
$9,900

$11,900

V

Cadillac• Pontiac • Buick
1300 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray •12701753-5315 -15001455-S315_
www.brandonautowortd.com
Warranty is e.,GMPD powertrain w/o deduct
details
for
Dealer
'See

